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The difference
between simplicity
and

intuition.

Whirlpool understands your needs and knows that you take care of
all the things you love in a unique and special way, everyday.
That’s why 6TH SENSE innovation senses, adapts and controls
technology intuitively to always give perfect results with no effort.
Discover the new 6TH SENSE technology: the brand new
intuitive experience to enjoy the superior performance
and the full potential of Whirlpool appliances.
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Sensing the

difference.
Whirlpool reinforces its
support for Habitat for
Humanity in its fight
against poverty housing.

Whirlpool is proud of the fact that it is the leading major home appliance
manufacturer in the world. This is a success born out of relentless
research and innovation, consistently producing industry leading
design and functionality solutions to satisfy changing needs. New
design trends, technological advances, evolutions in society and
changes in domestic behaviour have all inspired our innovations. With
every step has come greater simplicity, adaptability and durability.
This produced cleaner, more attractive styling and more sophisticated
and responsive functionality. The result is stylish appliances with the
intelligence to do much of the work for you, radically simplifying your
existence.

Whirlpool is strongly committed to increasing its support for Habitat
for Humanity. This international charity offers hope to some of the
world’s poorest people, giving families in deprived areas the chance of
a safer, more financially secure future. Whirlpool works in partnership
with Habitat for Humanity by donating products and providing
manpower for building projects.
Since 2004, Whirlpool EMEA has become Habitat for Humanity’s
longest standing corporate partner in the region. In 2011, we
expanded our partnership to cover 18 countries in Africa and the
Middle East, as well as 14 countries in Europe and Central Asia.

We, at Whirlpool, know your eye for beauty and your desire for a total,
co-ordinated look.
That’s why we design our appliances with an obsession for detail.
Our Fusion, Ambient and all our other design lines share a sleek
and modern harmony which is the perfect complement to our
state-of-the-art technology.

To date, we have helped Habitat for Humanity help around 75 800
families in these regions, while over 1 000 Whirlpool employees have
donated their time to participate in house builds and renovations.
In both 2011 and 2012, we sent 100 employees to contribute in
building projects, and in 2013, that number rose to 141. In 2013,
those employees worked on four international builds in four countries
around Europe (Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria and Poland), as well as
three local builds; two in Poland and one in
Ireland.

But we also know you’re always looking ahead. That’s why our
designers imagine today ways you will use your kitchen tomorrow.
A passion for beauty in every detail.
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Admire the beauty of

performance.
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The difference
between design
and

total design.

We, at Whirlpool, know your eye for beauty and your desire
for a total, coordinated look.
That’s why we design our appliances with an obsession for detail.
Our Fusion, Absolute and all our other collections share
a sleek and modern harmony which is the perfect complement to
our state of the art technology.
But we also know you’re always looking ahead. That’s why
our designers imagine today, ways you will use your kitchen
tomorrow.
A passion for beauty in every detail.

iF Gold Design Award Whirlpool iXeliumTM Cooktop in Supreme Design
iF Design Award Whirlpool iXeliumTM Cooktop in Supreme Design
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INNOVATION
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The difference between
performance and

N°1 performance.
We, at Whirlpool, have dedicated over 100 years of experience to offer more
advanced 6TH SENSE technology for maximum results with minimum
effort. But what’s more important, consumers have tested and rewarded
us:
•
•
•
•

1st in launching the CRISP function on the market.
N°1 in food preservation1, thanks to our innovative cooling system that
guarantees food stays fresh up to 4 times longer.2
1st induction oven on the market.
1st full set of kitchen appliances treated with iXelium™ that highly
resists yellowing and corrosion for over 10 years.3

Whirlpool. 100 years of experience in intuitive technology.

1
2

3

Source: Based on internal tests carried out versus main competitors.
Compared with Whirlpool total NoFrost refrigerator. Freshness has been calculated as an
average taking into account variation of food colour, pH and weight loss measured over a period
of time. Time guidelines may vary depending on original food quality.
Source: TÜV Rheinland Italy, 1st set iXeliumTM by Whirlpool.
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INNOVATION

10 YEAR
GUARANTEE
AGAINST YELLOWING AND CORROSION

Discover our resistant

kitchen set.

The iXeliumTM full set is the first, best and only set for your kitchen;
Whirlpool’s unique high scratch-resistant, easy-clean surface stays
brilliant over time.

A UNIQUE ELEGANCE THROUGHOUT YOUR KITCHEN
Whirlpool presents a brilliant new set of appliances featuring
iXeliumTM; the patented high technology surface that never loses its
shine. Comprising an oven, microwave oven, hob and hood, as well
as a warming drawer and coffee machine; the full iXeliumTM set of
appliances combines outstanding performance and ease of use with
the lasting beauty only iXeliumTM can offer.

MARKET-LEADING INNOVATION
iXeliumTM is only available from Whirlpool. Unlike traditional stainless
steel or anti-fingerprint surfaces, this revolutionary material was created
by applying an exclusive nanotechnology treatment to stainless steel.
The result? A surface that is highly resistant to scratching, incredibly
easy to clean and will stay beautiful over time.

SUPERIOR RESISTANCE TO SCRATCHING
In independent tests1 done on scratch resistance, iXeliumTM beat all
other surfaces - 17 levels more resistant to scratches than uncoated
standard stainless steel.

ALL-ROUND BEAUTY THAT LASTS A LIFETIME
The iXeliumTM set of appliances have been designed not only to be
durable but to stay beautiful over time. Every inch of every iXeliumTM
surface is protected by the same unique treatment, so your appliances
will still look stunning after many years of use. The iXeliumTM set is 11
times more resistant to high temperatures than uncoated stainless
steel2, thus preventing the yellowing effect. iXeliumTM offers an
incredibly easy to clean surface that is 2 times easier to clean than
uncoated stainless steel2 - simply use water.

1

These tests were carried out at the laboratories of TÜV Rheinland Italia. TÜV Rheinland
Italia, a member of the TÜV Rheinland Group has been a global leader in independent
safety and quality certification for products, services and corporate systems for over
130 years, with over 300 offices in 60 countries.
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Test performed by TÜV Rheinland Italy.
* Warranty exclusions may apply (refer to pg 111).
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Discover the new
power of 6

TH

INNOVATION

SENSE technology.

Your extra power for perfect results, intuitively as never before.
Cooking

Superior
Performance

Intuitive Use

Intelligent Saving

Ovens: cooking results of a master
Ovens: the new 6TH SENSE
chef; deliciously tender inside,
technology and programmer
perfectly browned and ideally crispy. adapts cooking parameters,
automatically offering you the best
and most intuitive experience.

Cooling

Microwave: 1st in launching the
CRISP function on the market.

Microwaves: the 6TH SENSE
intelligent sensors detect the
humidity level of the cavity
and adapts the cooking
time for perfect results.

Hobs: the new 6TH SENSE
cooking functions guarantee
the right cooking power
level for perfect results.

Hobs: easily select one of the special
6TH SENSE functions like
melting, boiling and simmering
for perfect settings.

Hobs: 6TH SENSE technology
allows you to save up to 30%
energy2 and 30% time3 when
boiling 2 litres of water.

Hoods: the ultimate evolution
in air purification with
maximum energy efficiency.

Hoods: the intelligent 6TH SENSE
technology, activated with one
touch, automatically adjusts the
power of the air circulation.

Hoods: you save up to 50%
of energy as you only use the
power that is needed for your
perfect cooking experience.4

Intuitive Use

Intelligent Saving

6TH SENSE FreshControl technology
senses food and automatically
adapts humidity and temperature
accordingly, in the whole cavity.

Intelligent food preservation
that reduces food waste.

Intuitive Use

Intelligent Saving

Simply select the 6TH SENSE
PowerCleanTM programme and
the power jets will adjust the
water pressure to the level of
dirt. No pre-wash is needed.

With intelligent sensor regulation,
save up to 50% of water, energy
and time7 by only using what
you need to get your dishes
perfectly clean, thanks to
intelligent sensor regulation.

Intuitive Use

Intelligent Saving

6TH SENSE technology provides
the best care for all your garments.
It automatically senses the size
of the load and adjusts the
washing time accordingly.

Adapt resources to the size of
each load and save up to 40%
on water, time and energy.9

Superior
Performance
The N°1 in food preservation,
no-one preserves better.5

Dishwashing

Superior
Performance
The N°1 in cleaning the
toughest dirt,
effortlessly.6

Washing

Superior
Performance
The N°1 in keeping colours
bright for longer.8

1

2
3

4
5

Ovens: 6TH SENSE technology
automatically adjusts the
temperature and power that is
needed without pre-heat, reducing
up to 20% energy and time.1

20% Maximum saving obtained in tests with various combinations of dishes using “no
pre-heat” function compared to using “pre-heat”.
vs. a standard Whirlpool induction hob without 6TH SENSE, using the boiling function.
Based on internal tests comparing the boiling of 2L of water with induction
technology vs. gas and radiant technologies.
Compared to a standard Whirlpool hood.
Only with 6TH SENSE Fresh Control and Activ0°. Based on internal tests carried out
versus main competitors.

6

7

10

8
9

Based on internal test when pots and trays are loaded vertically in the back of the
lower rack (status: October 2013).
Comparison between minimum and maximum consumption on the 6TH SENSE
programmes.
Tested by WFK - The German Testing Institute (WL 6173/12).
Comparison between maximum load and 1kg load on cotton 60°C + rapid function.

Cooking
The smart 6TH SENSE technology
intuitively anticipates and simplifies kitchen life,
so you can enjoy food as never before.
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COOKING • OVENS

INNOVATION
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COOKING • OVENS

The difference between
performance &

N 1 Performance.
o

The first
induction
oven ever.
The induction system
heats only the special
tray and pot in the heart
of your oven.
Put your daily master chef
recipe inside and enjoy
the taste.

Up to 50%
less energy
and time.
Perfectly
tender inside,
ideally crispy
outside.
6TH SENSE technology
sets both power and grill
function for every recipe
in a very intuitive way.
Results are always perfect
with no efforts.

1

Using the induction function, compared to a Whirlpool oven without induction
technology and with the pre-heat function.
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Now you can save up to 50%1
energy and time, compared
to a regular oven,
since the direct heating
of the induction tray uses
only the energy it needs,
without waste.

COOKING • OVENS • GLOSSARY

Excellent cooking results
while saving

time and energy.

With a wide choice of designs, functions and easy to use displays, Whirlpool offers
the ideal oven for every kitchen and every chef.

WITH COOK3, COOKING MULTIPLE
DISHES IS AS EASY AS 1-2-3!
Cook3 offers further time and energy savings by allowing you to
cook up to three separate dishes at the same time. The sophisticated
convection system prevents their flavours and aromas from mixing,
preserving the unique taste of each one. The combination of a
powerful heating element and a unique airflow distribution system
means you can do more great cooking in less time, consuming less energy!

READY TO COOK: NO MORE PRE-HEATING
The Ready to Cook function does away with pre-heating and is
innovative and highly efficient air venting system which means an
energy saving of up to 25%1 compared to a traditional oven.

EASY CLEAN TREATMENT
The latest technology for the care of stainless steel has been applied
so that grease, fingerprints and dust are easily removed. This special
treatment preserves your appliances from the effects of
ageing on stainless steel, so they always look perfect.

SELECT AND COOK
Thanks to 6TH SENSE technology you can set your oven in 3 simple
steps thanks to the intuitive programmer. You will enjoy the great
taste of your masterpiece by simply selecting the cooking cycle. And
the oven keeps in memory the last function used.

SOFT CLOSING DOORS
Selected Whirlpool ovens are now fitted with soft-closing hinges for
a smooth “slow motion” action when closing the oven door: just one
of the many small but significant details that make each appliance a
real pleasure to use.

1

Maximum saving obtained in tests with various combinations of dishes using
“no-preheat” function compared to using “pre-heat” function.
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COOKING • OVENS • GLOSSARY
FLEXIBLE, INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
FOR TOTAL COOKING FREEDOM

CONVENTIONAL COOKING
Combines top & bottom heating to provide a traditional cooking
method with the oven hotter at the top. Ideal where a crisp finish is
required or for slow-cooking casseroles.

If you want to cook like a master chef, the unique 6TH SENSE recipes
option offers you an easy route to perfect cuisine. All you have to do
is select one of the 30 pre-set recipes and the oven automatically sets
the cooking function, temperature and cooking time, monitoring and
controlling the cooking process to ensure outstanding results every
time.
The 6TH SENSE recipes menu covers 30 popular dishes:
• Savoury dishes: lasagne, fish cannelloni, crêpes au gratin, aubergine
gratin, vegetarian pie, quiche lorraine, pizza;
• Meat, fish and poultry: pork chops, shank of pork, leg of lamb,
kebabs, Mediterranean sea bream, salmon with herbs, fish baked in
salt, roast chicken, chicken breasts;
• Vegetables: roast potatoes, vegetarian strudel, potato gratin,
tomato gratin, vegetables gratin, stuffed pepper;
• Desserts: fruit tart, strudel, pear and chocolate cake, marble cake,
cheese cake, yoghurt cake.

TOP HEAT
Ideal for crisping at the end of a cooking cycle.

BOTTOM HEAT
Ideal for use at the end of a cooking cycle to brown the base of your
food.

EXTRA BROWNING
Can be programmed to operate automatically at the end of a cooking
programme to give the desired level of browning. Three settings are
available.

INDUCTION OVEN

FROZEN FOOD

Whirlpool presents its revolutionary new way of cooking, combining
induction technology with traditional oven cooking to save you up
to 50% energy and time1 while delivering the best cooking results on
the market2. This is made possible by the revolutionary induction tray
positioned inside the oven cavity, which holds a specially designed
induction pan.

IXELIUM

A function for cooking pre-prepared and partially prepared frozen
meals, with no need to pre-heat the oven or defrost the food first.

DEFROST

TM

Fan only (without heat) at the back of the oven circulates air evenly
around frozen food to minimise defrosting time.

Exclusive nanotechnology treatment that protects iXeliumTM hobs
against yellowing and corrosion over time.

KEEP WARM OPTION

MULTI-FUNCTION COOKING

Keep warm can be selected to activate automatically at the end of a
cooking programme. Keeps food warm (but not dried out) for up to
4hrs.

Whirlpool multi-function ovens offer the flexibility of a wide variety
of cooking methods that can be used to cook different food types to
perfection. The main cooking functions are detailed below and the
symbols will help you make choices when you refer to the individual
product pages.

LOW TEMPERATURE PROGRAMME
Incorporates two temperature options: a 35˚C setting for defrosting
and dough proving and a 60˚C ‘keep warm’ setting.

FORCED-AIR

FAST PRE - HEAT

A fan behind the back wall of the oven forces air through heating
elements into the oven from four directions. Food is cooked
quickly and evenly in all parts of the oven (pre-heating is normally
unnecessary). Different foods can be cooked simultaneously without
mixing taste or smell.

Pre-heat function which rapidly heats up the oven to the optimal
temperature, much faster than a non-boosted oven. A buzzer alerts
you when it is time to put food in.

6TH SENSE STEAM FUNCTION

CONVECTION COOKING

Steam-assisted cooking allows you to cook many kinds of dishes in an
inspired new way, improving tenderness and guaranteeing juicy, tasty
results every time. There are five different food categories to choose
from: meat, fish, poultry, stuffed vegetables and baking.

Fan assisted cooking with heat from top and bottom elements. Ideal
for cooking biscuits and cakes.

TURBO GRILL

GRILL & TURNSPIT

Grills faster and more evenly by boosting hot air around the grill zone.
Ideal for grilling thicker pieces of meat. Gives cooking a ‘spit-roast’
effect; crisp on the outside and moist inside.

Ensures that large meat or poultry roasts are cooked right through.
The turning action helps retain natural juices and flavour.

MAXI COOKING

PIZZA/BREAD PROGRAMME

Controls and balances the top and bottom heating elements to allow
the oven to heat up more gradually and smoothly, giving you the
greater control and delicacy needed for large cuts of meat.

Developed with the help of top chefs, the Pizza/Bread programme
gives you a choice of tailor-made cooking options.

XXL CAVITY

GRILLS

Whirlpool’s largest ovens boast a spacious 73-litre cavity, offering a
choice of 5 shelf positions and ensuring you have plenty of room to
cook even the largest dishes.

Whirlpool ovens come with one of a number of different available grill
models.

2
1

Using the induction function, compared to a Whirlpool oven without induction
technology and with the pre-heat function.

73 lt
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Based on internal tests comparing the Whirlpool Induction Oven with traditional
electric ovens. Results were measured using the average score obtained across three
categories: cooking results, time and energy saving.

COOKING • OVENS
INDUCTION OVEN

Always the best

10 YEAR
GUARANTEE
AGAINST YELLOWING AND CORROSION

Cooking

Cooking

cooking results in half the time.1
AKZM 8910/IXL

60cm built-in oven

• 6TH SENSE
• 8 Multi-function cooking with
electronic temperature control
• 73L Capacity
• ‘A+’ Energy efficiency
• 30 Assisted chef pre-programmed recipes
• Eco forced air
• LCD touch control
• Programmable digital timer
• Soft closing door
• Integrated handle
• High end triple-glazed door
• Inox
• Mirror finish
• Anti-fingerprint coating
• Electronic child lock
• Supplied with special induction
tray & pan, & 2 wire racks
73 lt

583+2

560 min

Perfectly browned outside, deliciously tender inside.
THE WHIRLPOOL 6TH SENSE
INDUCTION OVEN

500

550

SUPERIOR RESULTS IN LESS TIME,
CONSUMING LESS ENERGY

89° max

345

540

95

537 572

Induction technology, never before applied
in an oven, gives you the opportunity of
trying out a whole new way of cooking while
guaranteeing all the benefits of a traditional
oven. The induction tray warms the pot
directly, ensuring fast and efficient cooking
times: the food won't dry staying succulent
and tender.

min

30 max

Only 6TH SENSE offers you the induction-grill
combination which not only delivers better
results than any other oven on the market
whilst cutting power consumption by 50%1,
but it still offers 100% results with golden
crusts and tender food. This is all thanks to
the induction tray which can be positioned in
the oven and used with the special induction
pot.

482
538

5,5

20

595
582

89° max

5,5
595

1

Using the induction function, compared to a Whirlpool oven without induction
technology and with the pre-heat function.

TRAY

16

10

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 595x595x538mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 583+2x560x550mm
Twin partner: AMW 848/IXL, AMW 599/IXL,
ACE 102/IXL, WD 142/IXL

COOKING LIKE AN EXPERT CHEF
When the induction tray is inserted in the
oven, all you need to do is select the food
category and weight; the oven detects its
presence and begins the cooking procedure
with no need to preheat. The 6TH SENSE
technology automatically selects the optimal
cooking parameters combining, if necessary,
the grill. By simply removing the induction
tray you can instantly revert to traditional
cooking.

6
4

* The difference between performance & No 1 Performance (Refer to page 13).

COOKING • OVENS
ELECTRIC OVEN

The quick, convenient

10 YEAR
GUARANTEE
AGAINST YELLOWING AND CORROSION

way to cook like a master chef.
AKZM 6560/IXL

60cm built-in oven

• 6TH SENSE
• 8 Multi-function cooking with
temperature control
• 73L Capacity
• ‘A+’ Energy efficiency
• 30 Assisted chef pre-programmed recipes
• Eco forced air
• LCD touch control
• Programmable digital timer
• Soft closing door
• Integrated handle
• High end triple-glazed door
• Inox
• Mirror finish
• Anti-fingerprint coating
• Electronic child lock
• Supplied with 1 wire rack, 2
baking trays, & 1 fat pan

73 lt

Whirlpool 6TH SENSE ovens save you time, effort and energy while feeding
your passion for cooking.
583+2

YOU CREATE, IT COOKS

FUSION LINE

No other competitor's oven is equipped
with the exclusive 6TH SENSE technology.
Select the food type, press OK and the oven
will automatically suggest the ideal cooking
programme, temperature and time for maximum results and minimum power consumption. To make things even easier you have 30
pre-set recipes at your disposal.

Ovens belonging to the Fusion line offer
state-of-the-art technology and design
in terms of performance and technical
advancements. Selected models come with
6TH SENSE technology to meet your every
requirement and perfect results every time.
The contemporary essential design and
the totally integrated handles are meant to
enhance the flush aesthetic of the Fusion
line. Moreover, your kitchen will experience a
long lasting brilliance thanks to the iXeliumTM
treatment: a revolutionary protection applied
exclusively by Whirlpool to reduce scratches
and to ensure an extra shine to the steel surfaces.

READY TO COOK
The Ready to Cook option conveniently
eliminates the need to pre-heat the oven,
no matter what you’re cooking and it does
so without any compromise on cooking
performance. A unique patented algorithm
controls the powerful heating element, so
your oven is ready to go whenever you are.
Not only does that save you up to 25% of
your valuable time, it also uses up to 20% less
energy1. What’s more, the controlled heating
process also eliminates the risk of excessive
browning - perfect for dishes that need
gradual cooking for best results.

1 Maximum saving obtained in tests with various combinations of dishes using “no
pre-heat” function compared to using “pre-heat” function.

560 min

500

550

min

89° max

30 max

17

345

540

95

537 572
482
538

5,5

20

595
582

6
4

89° max

5,5
595
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Product Dimensions: HxWxD 595x595x538mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 583+2x560x550mm
Twin partner: AMW 848/IXL, AMW 599/IXL,
ACE 102/IXL, WD 142/IXL

COOKING • OVENS
STEAM OVEN

Steamers: delicious

10 YEAR
GUARANTEE
AGAINST YELLOWING AND CORROSION

cooking that keeps the goodness in.
AMW 599/IXL

60cm built-in oven

FAST, EFFICIENT COOKING
Cooking with steam is not only healthy,
it’s also more efficient than conventional
cooking. Whirlpool Steamers cook faster than
traditional ovens, freeing up more of your
valuable time for other things.
The 6TH SENSE technology in the Combi
Steamer injects just the right amount of
steam into the cooking process at the
right temperature and at the right time,

Whirlpool Steamers are ideal for reheating.
The Finishing function warms pre-cooked
food very gently with no risk of drying out,
so it tastes as fresh as the moment it was first
prepared.
SPACE FOR YOUR CREATIVITY
The generous 32L cavity of the Whirlpool
Steamer gives you the space to prepare
dishes of all different sizes and shapes. You
can choose from a range of different shelf
positions to use the space in the best way for
whatever combination of dishes you want to
cook.
AN APPETITE FOR DESIGN
Designed for ergonomic efficiency and
perfect aesthetic harmony with Whirlpool
ovens and microwaves in the Fusion range,
the Whirlpool Steamer represents an
attractive enhancement to any kitchen.

18

in

551

20

95

0m

556-568
496

595

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 455x595x496mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 450x556-568x550mm
Twin partner: AMW 848/IXL, ACE 102/IXL
WD142/IXL
• Special functions
- Dough proving
- Drain
- Descaling
• Finishing functions
• Reheat
• Steam defrost
• Assisted mode with 6TH SENSE
• Meat
• Poultry
• Fish/shellfish
• Potatoes
• Vegetables
• Rice/grain
• Pasta
• Eggs
• Pizza/pie
• Desserts
• Bread/cakes

5,87

PERFECT FOR REHEATING

55

356

Whirlpool Steamers will breathe new life
into your cooking, ensuring delicious results
with the best possible retention of nutritional
value. The steam function injects steam
directly into the oven cavity, making for an
extremely even and delicate cooking process.
Your food emerges with an irresistible
appearance, an unbeatable taste and best
of all, it doesn’t lose important vitamins
and minerals while cooking. The Combi
Steamer combines the power of steam
with the intelligence of Whirlpool’s unique
6TH SENSE technology to give your favourite
dishes a deliciously fresh quality. You can use
it either as a steamer or as a conventional
oven, or combine both modes to open up a
world of sophisticated new recipes.

while special sensors constantly monitor
the quantity and temperature of steam in
the cavity to ensure your food is cooked to
perfection. With the heating element placed
at the back, food is also crunchy on the
outside.

455

A WORLD OF TASTY, NUTRITIOUS FOOD

447

Whirlpool’s combi steamer, using its unique Steam Generator, is the ideal
way to cook a range of dishes to perfection, preserving their full nutritional
value.

6TH SENSE
6 Multi-function cooking
32L Capacity
‘A’ Energy efficiency
71 Assisted chef pre-programmed recipes
Steam
Forced air & steam
Eco mode
Push-push retractable knobs
Programmable digital timer
Soft closing door
Integrated handle
Full glass ventilated triple-glazed door
Inox
Mirror finish
Anti-fingerprint coating
Electronic child lock
Supplied with 1 wire shelf, 2 baking
trays, steam jug, and sponge

450 min

STEAM
GENERATOR

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

COOKING • OVENS
ELECTRIC OVEN

An absolute design

NEW

for an absolute beauty.
AKZ 6230 IX

60cm built-in oven
• 6TH SENSE
• 16 Multi-function cooking with
electronic temperature control
• 65L Capacity
• ‘A+’ Energy efficiency
• 16 Pre-set cooking functions
• Eco forced air
• 6TH SENSE programmer and touch control
• Programmable digital timer
• Soft closing door
• Full glass ventilated double-glazed door
• Inox
• Anti-fingerprint coating
• Electronic child lock
• Supplied with 1 wire rack
& 1 baking tray

A FUNCTION FOR EACH OF YOUR RECIPES

MORE SPACE, MORE CREATIVITY

Thanks to 16 pre-set cooking functions, you
can easily choose the ideal one for your
master chef dishes. Experience a never seen
cooking flexibility.

The 60 litres capacity allows you to cook more
dishes at the same time. You will experience
the best flexibility because you can place
grids on five different levels. Every area of the
cavity is specifically designed for different
dishes.

A SMOOTH SLIDING
The sliding shelves make cooking easier. The
stability of grids has been improved as well
as their design. Even trays are completely
renewed to offer you better performance.
And the baking tray is the deepest on the
market, perfect for special recipes.

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 595x595x542mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 583+2x560x550mm
Twin partner: AMW 730/IX
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COOKING • OVENS
ELECTRIC OVEN
AKG 612 IX

90cm built-in oven

480-485

860

560

min

50

472

849

477

• 8 Multi-function cooking with
temperature control
• 88L Capacity
• ‘A’ Energy efficiency
• Rotisserie
• Turbo fan
• Bottom fan
• Push-push retractable knobs
• Programmable electronic timer
• 3D Metal frame double-glazed door
• Inox
• Mirror finish
• Electronic child lock
• Supplied with 2 wire racks,
1 fat pan, & 1 turnspit

22

893

51

7

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 477x893x517mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 480-485x860x560mm

ELECTRIC OVEN
AKG 619 IX

NEW

90cm built-in oven
• 8 Multi-function cooking with
temperature control
• 88L Capacity
• ‘A’ Energy efficiency
• Rotisserie
• Turbo fan
• Bottom fan
• Protruding controls
• Mechanical timer
• 3D Metal frame double-glazed door
• Inox
• Mirror finish
• Supplied with 2 wire racks & 1 fat pan

480-485

860

560

min
50

477

472

849

893

22

8

53

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 477x893x538mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 480-485x860x560mm
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ELECTRIC OVEN
AKP 742 IX

NEW

60cm built-in oven
• 8 Multi-function cooking with
electronic temperature control
• 65L Capacity
• ‘A’ Energy efficiency
• Turbo fan
• Protruding controls
• Programmable digital timer
• Full glass ventilated double-glazed door
• Inox
• Anti-fingerprint coating
• Supplied with 1 wire rack & 1 baking tray

583+2

560 min

500

550

min

89° max

30 max

595

120
455

575

453

5,5

20

135

540

582

2
2

89° max

535

5,5
595

542

2

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 595x595x542mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 583+2x560x550mm
Twin partner: AMW 439/IX

ELECTRIC OVEN
AKP 738 IX

NEW

60cm built-in oven
5 Multi-function cooking
65L Capacity
‘A’ Energy efficiency
Protruding controls
Mechanical timer
Full glass ventilated double-glazed door
Inox
Anti-fingerprint coating
Supplied with 1 wire rack & 1 baking tray

560 min

583+2

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

500

550

min

89° max

30 max
135

540

595

120
455

575

453
535

542

5,5

20

582

2
2

89° max

5,5
595

2

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 595x595x542mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 583+2x560x550mm
Twin partner: AMW 439/IX
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COOKING • MATCHING SETS

Matching sets.

INNOVATION

Inspired by tradition, leading edge technologies
and elegance in the most traditional shapes.
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COOKING • MATCHING SETS • COUNTRY LINE
RUSTIC HOB

RUSTIC HOB

AKM 394/NA

AKM 528/NA

70cm gas hob

60cm gas hob

• 5 Gas burners
- 1 Triple crown burner
- 1 Rapid burner
- 2 Semi-rapid burners
- 1 Auxiliary-rapid burner

•
•
•
•
•

Total power: 10600W
3 Twin cast iron pan supports
Front controls
Black anthracite
LPG ready

• 4 Gas burners
- 1 Rapid burner
- 2 Semi-rapid burners
- 1 Auxiliary burner

*

RUSTIC HOOD

AKP 288/NA

AKR 551 NA

60cm built-in electric oven

8 Multi-function cooking
56L Capacity
‘A’ Energy efficiency
Turbo fan
Classic clock display
Protruding controls

60cm cooker hood

• Full glass ventilated
triple-glazed door
• Black anthracite
• Supplied with 2 wire
racks & 1 fat pan

• 3 Speed settings
• Maximum extraction
rate: 372m3/h
• Maximum filtration rate: 217m3/h
• 2 Washable aluminium
grease filter
• 2 Odour filters
• 2 Halogen lamps
• Slider control

**

* Refer to Hobs Glossary (page 49).

Total power: 7300W
2 Twin cast iron pan supports
Front controls
Black anthracite
LPG ready

*

RUSTIC OVEN

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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** Refer to Hoods Glossary (page 71).

NEW

• Wall-mounted
• Black anthracite
• Extraction or filtration operation:
Extraction
(extraction kit needed)
Filtration
(charcoal filter needed)

COOKING • MATCHING SETS • COUNTRY LINE
RUSTIC HOB

RUSTIC HOB

AKM 394/NA

AKM 528/NA

70cm gas hob

60cm gas hob

590

52

11
30

40

11

50

0

0

680

560

48

0

48
0

560

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 51x680x500mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 40x560x480mm

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 41x590x520mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 30x560x480mm

RUSTIC OVEN

RUSTIC HOOD

AKP 288/NA

AKR 551 NA

60cm cooker hood

500

550

5
17

min

89° max

30 max
135

540

453

120
455

575
535
542

210

582

5,5

20

Ø125

6
4

595
89° max

27
252

583+2

560 min

Min 520 ÷ Max 720

60cm built-in electric oven

5,5
595

5

10

600

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 595x595x542mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 583+2x560x550mm
Twin partner: AKM 394/NA, AKM 528/NA, AKR 551 NA

51

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 520-720x600x515mm
Filter Code: AMC 037
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COOKING • MATCHING SETS
SHELF HOOD

SHELF HOOD

AKR 432 ME

AKR 507 IX

60cm cooker hood

60cm cooker hood

• 3 Speed setting
• Maximum extraction rate:
195m3/h
• Maximum filtration rate: 71m3/h
• 1 Washable aluminium grease
filter
• 1 Odour filter
• 1 Halogen lamps

• Slider control
• Wall-mounted
• Grey

• 3 Speed setting
• Maximum extraction
rate: 240m3/h
• Maximum filtration rate: 112m3/h
• 1 Synthetic grease filter
• 1 Halogen lamps
• Slider control

• Extraction or filtration operation:
Extraction
(extraction kit needed)
Filtration
(charcoal filter needed)

**

**

ELECTRIC HOB

ELECTRIC OVEN

AKT 109/NE

AKP 729 IX

60cm glass hob

•
•
•
•
•

• Wall-mounted
• Inox
• Extraction or filtration operation:
Extraction
(extraction kit needed)
Filtration
(charcoal filter needed)

4 Electric cooking zones
1-6 Heat setting
Total power: 6200W
Residual heat indicator
External controls

** Refer to Hoods Glossary (page 71).

60cm built-in oven

• Frameless
• Black

•
•
•
•
•
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5 Multi-function cooking
65L Capacity
‘A’ Energy efficiency
Protruding controls
Full glass ventilated
double-glazed door

NEW

• Inox
• Anti-fingerprint coating
• Supplied with 1 wire
rack & 1 baking tray

COOKING • MATCHING SETS
SHELF HOOD

SHELF HOOD

AKR 432 ME

AKR 507 IX

60cm cooker hood

60cm cooker hood

125

Ø125

85

77

132

410

598

598
60

470

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 77x598x470mm
Filter Code: AMC 022

510

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 132x598x510mm
Filter Code: AMC 037

ELECTRIC HOB

ELECTRIC OVEN

AKT 109/NE

AKP 729 IX

60cm glass hob

60cm built-in oven

583+2

560 min

500

550

min

89° max

11

30 max
max
135

540

453

455

535

542

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 49x580x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 38x560x490mm
Twin partner: AKP 729 IX oven only

595

120
575

5,5

20

582

2
2

89° max

5,5
595

2

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 595x595x542mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 583+2x560x550mm
Twin partner: AKT 109/NE, AKR 432 ME, AKR 507 IX, AMW 439/IX
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COOKING • OVENS • HELP ME CHOOSE
PRODUCTS

FEATURES
Colour
iXeliumTM "Nanotechnology" coating
Anti-fingerprint coating
Handle type
Digital display (timer)
Turnspit
Door
Controls
Electronic temperature control
Special induction tray & pan
Wire rack
Baking tray
Fat pan
Telescopic trays
Oven light
Weight (gross - kg)
Weight (net - kg)
Connection rating (watts)
Energy efficiency class
Energy consumption (kWh)
Voltage (volts)
Usable volume of oven cavity (litres)
Oven size
FUNCTIONS
6TH SENSE Technology
Assisted Chef - Programmed recipes
Cooking type
Multi-functions
• Induction
• Steam
• Forced-air
• Turbo grill
• Turbo fan
• Convection
• Fast pre-heating
• Conventional cooking
• Maxi-cooking
• Grill
• Bottom heat
• Top heat
• Defrost
• Keep warm
• Pizza/bread
Cook 3
Ready2Cook
DIMENSIONS
Packed dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Unpacked dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Cut-out dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Twin partner

AKZM 8910/IXL

FUSION
AKZM 6560/IXL

AMW 599/IXL

Inox
•
•
Integrated
•

Inox
•
•
Integrated
•

Inox
•
•
Integrated
•

Triple-glazed
Touch

Triple-glazed
Touch

Triple-glazed
Touch & push-push

Genesis
•
•
Double-glazed
Push-push retractable

•
•
2

•

•

•

1
2
1
•
•
37,5
35,5
2600 W
A+
0,91
220 - 240
73L
Medium

1

2

1
•
34
31
1450 W
A
1,1
220 - 240
32L
Small

1
•
•
55
51
2850 W
A
1,1
220 - 240
88L
Large

•
•
Induction
MF 15
•

•
•
Electric
MF 8

•
•
Electric
MF 3

Electric
MF 8

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

690x630x650
595x595x538
583+2x560x550
AMW 848 IX
AMW 599/IXL
ACE 102/IXL
WD 142/ IXL

690x630x650
595x595x538
583+2x560x550
AMW 848/IXL
AMW 599/IXL
ACE 102/IXL
WD 142/ IXL

585x668x688
455x595x496
450x556-568x550
AMW 848/IXL
ACE 102/IXL
WD142/ IXL

Induction
•
48
46
3650 W
A+
0,91
220 - 240
73L
Large
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•
•

GENESIS
AKG 612 IX

Inox

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
550x980x680
477x893x517
480-485x860x560

COOKING • OVENS • HELP ME CHOOSE
GENESIS
AKG 619 IX

AKZ 6230 IX

AKP 742 IX

AKP 738 IX

AKP 729 IX

RUSTIC
AKP 288/NA

Inox

Inox

Inox

Inox

Inox

Black Anthracite

Genesis

•
Absolute
•

•
Absolute
•

•
Absolute

•
Absolute

Country

Double-glazed

Double-glazed
Protruding

Double-glazed
Protruding

Double-glazed
Protruding

Triple-glazed
Protruding

1
1

1
1

2

•
Double-glazed
Protruding

ABSOLUTE

6TH SENSE programmer
and touch control

•

•

•

2

1

1
1

1
•
55
51
2850 W
A
1,1
220 - 240
88L
Large

1
•
•
36
34
3650 W
A+
0,89
220 - 240
65L
Medium

•
36
34
3200 W
A
0,85
220 - 240
65L
Medium

•
36
34
2500 W
A
0,91
220 - 240
65L
Medium

•
36
34
2500 W
A
0,91
220 - 240
65L
Medium

•
36
34
3200 W
A
0,84
220 - 240
56L
Small

Electric
MF 8

•
•
Electric
MF 16

Electric
MF 8

Electric
MF 5

Electric
MF 5

Electric
MF 8

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

690x630x650
595x595x542
583+2x560x550
AMW 730/IX

690x630x650
595x595x542
583+2x560x550
AMW 439/IX

690x630x650
595x595x542
583+2x560x550
AMW 439/IX

690x630x650
595x595x542
583+2x560x550
AKT 109/NE
AKR 432 ME
AKR 507 IX
AMW 439/IX

690x630x650
595x595x542
583+2x560x550
AKM 394/NA
AKM 528/NA
AKR 551 NA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
550x980x680
477x893x538
480-485x860x560

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1

•
•
•
•
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COOKING • COFFEE MAKER & WARMING DRAWER

espresso

Real Italian
at home.

Easy to use and easy to clean, Whirlpool’s coffee machine
offers the pleasure of real espresso coffee at the touch of
a button.
FULLY AUTOMATIC COFFEE MACHINE
With Whirlpool's double thermoblock system and optimal water
pressure, this fully automatic coffee machine makes perfect tasting,
intensely flavoured, real Italian espresso and creamy cappuccino. Its
compact dimensions (46cm in height) make it ideal to combine with
a warming drawer, thus fitting a traditional oven space in your kitchen.
The brewing unit is removable, allowing easy and perfect cleaning.
The water tank and drip tray are accessible from the front and there
are separate containers for coffee beans and pre-ground coffee. The
machine allows you to set the display to your own language and
personalise your settings: strength of coffee, temperature and other
options. The aesthetics match that of the Fusion Line products. A great
looking appliance, in tune with the latest kitchen trends.
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COOKING • COFFEE MAKER & WARMING DRAWER
COFFEE MACHINE
ACE 102/IXL

10 YEAR
GUARANTEE

integrated coffee machine

21

455

450

*

398

595

500

372

560

528

361

83

• Fully automatic
• 5 coffee sizes, i.e: espresso, mug, etc.
• 5 different coffee strengths
(extra-mild to extra-strong)
• Takes coffee beans and ground coffee
• 3 Temperature settings
• Espresso boiler
• Cappuccino milk steamer
• Hot water for tea
• Water tank capacity: 1.8L
• Frothed milk spout
• Full touch control
• Auto-start/switch off function
• Clock
• Light
• Anti-fingerprint stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe drip tray
• Pump pressure: 15 bar
• Total power: 1350W

AGAINST YELLOWING AND CORROSION

* supporto macchina con carrello estraibile

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 455x595x398mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 450x560x500mm
Twin partner: AKZM 6560/IXL,
AMW 599/IXL, AMW 848 IXL, WD 142/IXL

WARMING DRAWER
WD 142/IXL

10 YEAR
GUARANTEE

integrated warming drawer

AGAINST YELLOWING AND CORROSION

• Power on light
• 6 Place settings
• Heating element positioned at back of unit
allows for faster and even heat distribution
• Temperature adjustable: low-medium-high
• Push-push opening
• Max load: 25kg
• Stainless steel interior
• Total power: 450W

134,5

554

595

116

52

6
22

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 134.5x595x526mm
Twin partner: AKZM 6560/IXL,
AMW 599/IXL, AMW 848 IXL, ACE 102/IXL
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Microwave Ovens
Smart 6TH SENSE technology intuitively anticipates and
simplifies kitchen life, so you can enjoy cooking and
perfectly prepared food as never before.
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COOKING • MICROWAVE OVENS

INNOVATION
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COOKING • MICROWAVE OVENS

N°1

Discover the
in microwave cooking.1

Perfect
results,
intuitively.
All you need to do is put your
food into the microwave oven
and the 6TH SENSE technology
will automatically regulate
power and time to give you the
best results according to the
special food class.

1

Unbeatable
crispness.
Matching
design.
Sleek and modern
design that perfectly
matches with the
oven for a seamless
elegant look.

Using the induction function, compared to a Whirlpool oven without induction
technology and with the pre-heat function.
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Thanks to the exclusive
Crisp function, you will
have irresistible crispness
for all of your recipes,
in very few minutes.

COOKING • MICROWAVE OVENS • ACCESSORIES

An

accessory

for everything.

With a wide range of models to choose from, there is a
Whirlpool microwave oven to enhance every cooking
style and suit every kitchen, especially as it is designed
to match Whirlpool’s traditional oven designs.

STEAMERS
Steamers are ideal for steaming
vegetables, fish, pasta and for
fat-free cooking. They are also
ideal for defrosting, heating or
storing food in the fridge or
freezer. Suitable for steam cooking
in all microwaves, including those
without a dedicated function.

CRISP PLATES
Whirlpool crisp plates facilitate
fast and easy preparation of most
common dishes. The crisp plates
can only be used with microwaves
that have the Crisp function. All
crisp plates are anti-stick and
dishwasher safe. You can choose
among different sizes according to
your microwave capacity.

GRILLING GRIDS.
Stainless steel grids are ideal to
raise the level where food is cooked
to ensure a perfectly grilled finish.

CRISP PLATE HANDLE
Recommended to safely remove
the hot crisp plate from the
microwave.

PLASTIC COVERS
To prevent spillages of food in your
oven.

GLASS TURNTABLES
Glass turntable to be fixed inside
the microwave. This will support
both crisp plates and all the dishes
you use to cook or reheat your
recipes.
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COOKING • MICROWAVE OVENS • GLOSSARY

design for

Intelligent microwave
total cooking versatility.

With a wide range of models to choose from, there is a Whirlpool microwave oven
to enhance every cooking style and suit every kitchen, especially as it is designed to
match Whirlpool’s traditional oven designs.

6TH SENSE TECHNOLOGY FOR SIMPLE PERFECTION
Thanks to Whirlpool’s intelligent 6TH SENSE functionality, you can cook
a wide variety of dishes to perfection with no need to programme
the microwave oven. The oven automatically selects and constantly
adapts the energy level for consistent performance and perfect results
every time, whatever the original temperature of your food (raw, frozen
or fresh) and whatever combination of food types you are cooking.

ASSISTED CHEF EVOLUTION. UP TO 71 PRE-SET RECIPES
No matter what you want to cook, Assisted Chef evolution knows just
how to do it. The innovative text assisted display perfectly matches
Whirlpool’s built in ovens and has a selection of 11 food types and,
depending on the model, 58 or 71 pre-set recipes. Just make your
selection and the oven sets the ideal programme and time for a perfect
result, every time. The text assisted LCD display uses easy-to-read
symbols and text to give you clear indications throughout the cooking
process.

ROTATE AND CONFIRM
The new 6TH SENSE microwave oven in the Absolute range always
provides outstanding results thanks to the “rotate and confirm”
approach. The central 6TH SENSE programmer is the unique element
of interaction to set the cooking cycle for the best cooking results
through intuitive simplicity.

3D SYSTEM. CUSTOMISED WAVE DISTRIBUTION
A Whirlpool exclusive patent, the 3D system, controls the distribution
of the waves in the oven. Food is reached in a balanced manner by
waves that move in a three-dimensional pattern ensuring uniform
defrosting, warming and cooking. Cooking times are
also faster.

DELICIOUSLY CRISP DEFROSTED BREAD
Thanks to the brand new Bread Defrost function, you can enjoy rapidly
defrosted bread that is as crunchy and delicious as if it had just been
freshly made. Combining the speed of the Jet Defrost function with
Whirlpool’s exclusive Crisp technology, Bread Defrost lets you savour
the sensation of tasty warm bread whenever you want it.
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COOKING • MICROWAVE OVENS • GLOSSARY
6TH SENSE TECHNOLOGY FOR SIMPLE
PERFECTION

TRADITIONAL GRILL
This fast, powerful grill ensures grilling and browning results as good
as those from a traditional oven. The large element can be tilted for
easy cleaning.

Thanks to Whirlpool’s intelligent 6TH SENSE functionality, you can cook
a wide variety of dishes to perfection with no need to programme
the microwave oven. The oven automatically selects and constantly
adapts the energy level for consistent performance and perfect results
every time, whatever the original temperature of your food (raw, frozen
or fresh) and whatever combination of food types you are cooking.

STEAM
Quick, healthy steam cooking with a specially designed steamer vessel
and pre-programmed settings for potatoes/root vegetables, ordinary
vegetables, frozen vegetables and fish, ensuring perfect results. Just
add water to the steamer then select the food class and weight.

6TH SENSE CRISP
Crisp

This sophisticated function takes full advantage of Whirlpool’s 3D
Crisp technology to cook perfect pies, quiches and pizzas, evenly
browned on top and underneath. For results as good as a traditional
oven but in a fraction of the time. Available on Perfect Chef models.

DEFROST
Special function for defrosting Meat, Poultry, Fish, Vegetables Bread
and fruit using the gentle touch of steam.

6TH SENSE REHEAT

KEEP WARM

Reheat

One-touch functionality for perfect results on chilled or frozen food.

Keeps food warm (but not dried out) for up to 4hrs.

6TH SENSE STEAM
Steam

FAST PRE-HEAT

Advanced steam cooking function with sensor technology to ensure
your food tastes great and preserves its texture and nutritional value.
The transparent, heat-resistant, dishwasher-safe steamer takes big
loads and lets you monitor progress. Available on Perfect Chef models.

Pre-heat function which rapidly heats up the oven to the optimal
temperature, much faster than a non-boosted oven. A buzzer alerts
you when it is time to put food in.

6TH SENSE DEFROST

ASSISTED CHEF EVOLUTION

Defrost

This function allows you to quickly defrost food automatically. Use this
function to defrost Meat, Poultry, Fish, Vegetables or Bread.

No matter what you want to cook, the Assisted Chef Evolution
knows just how to do it. The innovative text-assisted display perfectly
matches Whirlpool’s built-in ovens and has 11 food types. Just select
what you want to prepare and the microwave oven chooses the ideal
programme and time for a perfect result every time. The text-assisted
LCD display uses easy-to-read symbols and text to give you clear
indications throughout the cooking process.

JET START
By pressing the Jet Start Button the Microwave function will start
at maximum power for 30 seconds. This function is useful for quick
reheating of food with a high water content such as clear soups,
coffee or tea.

I-COOK EVOLUTION

JET DEFROST

The next generation of the I-Cook user interface with enhanced
features is available on the microwave ovens. It comes with printed
panel graphics and a simply worded text-assisted display. This acts as
a guide during set-up and operation. The I-Cook User Interface offers
flexibility of use, including various special functions such as feedback
on what the microwave oven is doing.

The unique uniform energy distribution of the the 3D system provides
exceptionally fast and even defrosting. Simply select the food type, set
the weight and press start.

CRISP FUNCTION

FAVOURITES

Ferrite Crisp plate, grill and 3D microwave system for fast, even
cooking, browning and crisping of pies, quiches and pizzas. Food
cooks as fast inside as out and so is never undercooked or overgrilled.
Available on Perfect Chef, Space Chef, Mini Built-in and Microwave
Hood combination models.

Personalise your microwave by memorizing up to 10 of your most
favourite microwave creations guaranteeing you perfect results every
time. Just press the "favourite" button and the microwave will do the
rest for you.

FORCED-AIR
A process ensuring perfectly even cooking results. Four large perforated
air inlet areas at the corners of the back wall evenly distribute powerful
air streams throughout the cavity, avoiding overcooking or uneven
browning.
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COOKING • MICROWAVE OVENS
ELECTRIC MICROWAVE
10 YEAR
GUARANTEE
AGAINST YELLOWING AND CORROSION

Cooking

Cooking

AMW 848/IXL

built-in microwave oven

Crisp

Reheat

Steam

6TH SENSE TECHNOLOGY FOR
SIMPLE PERFECTION

PERFECT CHEF

455
95 356

550

min

556-568
553

53140
5

556-568

595

8

20

455
95 356

37

445

* The difference between performance & No 1 Performance (Refer to page 13).

140

391

Each microwave oven is designed to be a
perfect match for Whirlpool conventional
ovens. To ensure they stay beautiful, they can
feature the easy clean treatment for rapid
removal of grease, fingerprints and dust.

553

min

445

Finished in stainless steel and glass, their
simple lines fit seamlessly into any kitchen.
Their sophisticated functionality allows you
to cook a surprising variety of dishes, all with
the results you would expect from a regular
oven, at microwave speed.

550

391

The Perfect Chef microwave ovens match the
design of the Fusion and Ambient lines. They
can be installed both in a tall unit or below
the work top. These ovens come equipped
with exclusive Whirlpool technology like
6TH SENSE Steam, Crisp and Jet Defrost as
well as a 40L capacity and iXeliumTM finish, a
special treatment based on nano-technology
that protects the oven surface from scratches
and eases the removal of fingerprints, grease
and dirt.

450
min

Equipped with advanced 6TH SENSE and
Crisp™ technologies, Whirlpool microwaves
combine 3 different cooking methods:
convection, steam and microwave. This
unique combination lets you create superb
meals in a fraction of the usual time. Offering
generous interiors for big dishes, these ovens
come in a variety of styles with a wide range
of functions, so you’re sure to find one to suit
your kitchen and your lifestyle.

Every detail, from the position of the controls
to the way the door opens, is carefully refined
to make your cooking experience simpler
and more enjoyable.

6TH SENSE
40L Capacity
36cm Diameter turntable
8 Power levels
71 Automatic recipes
Grill combi function
Turbo grill combi function,
Forced air combi function
Patented 3D microwave distribution system
Microwave power: 900W
Grill power: 1600W
Full touch control
Integrated handle
Drop down door
Anti-fingerprint coating
Stainless steel cavity
Child lock
Supplied with 1 Crisp™ plate, 1 Crisp™ handle,
1 steamer & 1 low wire rack

450
min

Thanks to Whirlpool’s intelligent 6TH SENSE
functionality, you can cook a wide variety
of dishes to perfection with no need to
programme the microwave oven. The oven
itself selects and constantly adapts the
energy level for consistent performance
and perfect results every time, whatever
the original temperature of your food (raw,
frozen or fresh) and whatever combination of
food types you are cooking.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

53

5

595

8

20
5,5

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 455x595x535mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 450+5x556+2x550mm
Twin partner: AKZM 6560/IXL, AMW 599/IXL
ACE 102/IXL, WD 142/IXL

COOKING • MICROWAVE OVENS
ELECTRIC MICROWAVE
AMW 730/IX

built-in microwave oven
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Crisp

NEW

6TH SENSE
Cooking
31L Capacity
32.5cm Diameter turntable
7 Power levels
15 Pre-set cooking functions
Jet Crisp™
Grill combi function
Patented 3D microwave distribution system
Microwave power: 1000W
Grill power: 800W
6TH SENSE programmer
Drop down door
Anti-fingerprint coating
Stainless steel cavity
Child lock
Supplied with 1 Crisp™ plate & 1 Crisp™ handle

Cooking

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 385x595x468mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 380x560x550mm
Twin partner: AKZ 6230 IX

Reheat

ELECTRIC MICROWAVE
AMW 439/IX

NEW

built-in microwave oven

600

30

0m

in

560 min

14
1,40

29

9

21

595

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 382x595x320mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 362x560x300mm
Twin partner: AKP 738 IX, AKP 729 IX,
AKP 742 IX
* The difference between performance & No 1 Performance (Refer to page 13).
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382

302

80

20

539
348

22L Capacity
25cm Diameter turntable
4 Power levels
Grill combi function
Patented 3D microwave distribution system
Microwave power: 750W
Grill power: 700W
Button control
Side swing door
Anti-fingerprint coating
Child lock
Supplied with 1 Crisp™ plate & 1 Crisp™ handle

362

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

COOKING • MICROWAVE OVENS
JET CHEF

NEW

JT 479 IX

microwave oven
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reheat

Steam

6TH SENSE
33L Capacity
36cm Diameter turntable
7 Power levels
6TH SENSE chef menu - 100 automatic recipes
Grill combi function
Forced air combi function
Patented 3D microwave distribution system
Microwave power: 1000W
Grill power: 1200W
6TH SENSE programmer & touch control
Drop down door
Stainless steel cavity
Child lock
Supplied with 1 Crisp™ plate, 1 Crisp™ handle,
1 steamer, 1 low wire rack, & 1 high wire rack

Defrost

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 377x487x541mm

JET CHEF

NEW

JT 469 SL

microwave oven
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reheat

Steam

6TH SENSE
33L Capacity
36cm Diameter turntable
7 Power levels
6TH SENSE menu - 30 automatic recipes
Grill combi function
Forced air combi function
Patented 3D microwave distribution system
Microwave power: 1000W
Grill power: 1200W
6TH SENSE programmer & touch control
Drop down door
Stainless steel cavity
Child lock
Supplied with 1 Crisp™ plate, 1 Crisp™ handle,
1 steamer, 1 low wire rack, & 1 high wire rack

Defrost

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 377x487x541mm
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COOKING • MICROWAVE OVENS • HELP ME CHOOSE
FUSION
AMW 848/IXL

FEATURES
Type
Built-in
Colour
Stainless Steel
iXeliumTM "Nanotechnology" coating
•
Anti-fingerprint coating
•
Handle type
Integrated
3D emission system •
patented technology
Easy to clean technology
Controls
Touch
Capacity (litres)
40L
Turntable diameter (cm)
36
Power output - microwave (watts)
900
Power output - grill (watts)
1600
Power levels
7
Door opening
Drop down
Clock display
•
Child lock
•
Interior light
•
Crisp™ plate - patented technology
•
Crisp™ handle - patented technology
•
Steamer
•
Plate cover
Grill grid (high rack)
Forced-air grid (low rack)
•
Baby bottle holder
Weight (gross - kg)
36
Weight (net - kg)
34
Voltage
230
FUNCTIONS
•
6TH SENSE Technology
•
6TH SENSE Crisp™
•
6TH SENSE Reheat
•
6TH SENSE Steam
6TH SENSE Defrost
Assisted Mode
•
Automatic recipes
•
Favourites
Jet Start™
•
Jet Defrost™
•
Jet Crisp™
Steam
Defrost
•
Crisp
•
Crispy bread defrost
•
Microwave
•
Grill
•
Turbo grill
•
Turbo grill combi
•
Grill combi
•
Forced air
•
Forced air combi
•
Quick heat
•
Keep warm
•
DIMENSIONS
Packed dimensions (HxWxD)mm
561x669x685
Unpacked dimensions (HxWxD)mm
455x595x535
Cut-out dimensions (HxWxD)mm
450+5x556+2x550
Twin partner
AKZM 6560/IXL
AMW 599/IXL
ACE 102/IXL
WD 142/IXL

ABSOLUTE
AMW 730/IX
AMW 439/IX

JET CHEF
JT 479 IX

JT 469 SL

Built-in
Stainless Steel

Built-in
Stainless Steel

Freestanding
Stainless Steel

Freestanding
Silver

•
Protruding
•

•
Integrated
•

Protruding
•

Protruding
•

Knob
31L
32,5
1000
800
7
Drop down
•
•
•
•
•

Buttons
22L
25
750
700
4
Side swing
•
•
•
•
•

Knob & touch
33L
36
1000
1200
7
Drop down
•
•
•
•
•
•

Knob & touch
33L
36
1000
1200
7
Drop down
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

31,3
28,9
230

31,3
28,9
230

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

29
27
230

21,5
21
230

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

506x653x628
385x595x468
380x560x550
AKZ 6230 IX

450x686x456
382x595x320
362x560x300
AKP 742 IX
AKP 738 IX
AKP 729 IX

443x563x595
377x487x541

443x563x595
377x487x541
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Hobs
Smart 6TH SENSE technology intuitively anticipates and
simplifies kitchen life, so you can enjoy cooking and
perfectly prepared food as never before.

41

COOKING • HOBS
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COOKING • HOBS

Cooking becomes creativity,
in just one

touch.

Boiling
in no time.

A function
for each need.
With the new line of induction
hobs every cooking area is
specifically designed so that
the 6TH SENSE technology
can ignite the right function
such as melting, simmering,
warming up, for your special
ingredients with extreme care.

Flexibility
serves
performance.
With FlexiCook you can join two
cooking zones and intuitively
create the ideal surface to
prepare even the biggest dishes.
Each cooking area can also be
independently controlled,
heating all the pots evenly to let
you always have the best results.
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Water reaches boiling fast,
thanks to the 6TH SENSE
technology that directly
heats the hob. The signal
lets you know when the
water is boiling.

COOKING • HOBS • GLOSSARY

The

intelligence to

make cooking simpler.

The new induction hobs offer you clever, flexible, precise and simple to use design
and a speed you'll fall in love with.

INDUCTION TECHNOLOGY
Induction heats the pan, not the hob. When a ferrous metallic pan
is placed on the hob, an electromagnetic field passes through the
ceramic glass top, heating the pan instantly and uniformly. As well as
saving time and energy, induction hobs are extremely safe and easy to
clean thanks to their sheer, flat surface. Precise induction technology
guarantees perfect control for everything from melting chocolate to
sautéing.

LESS ENERGY, YET FASTER
Induction hobs are the best alternative to traditional gas or
vitroceramic hobs in terms of energy efficiency and cooking time.
Induction technology generates heat directly to the pan, in this
way less than 10% of the energy used is lost to the surrounding
atmosphere and 90% of the energy is used for cooking.

COOKING FUNCTIONS FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS
Thanks to 6TH SENSE technology, you always get master chef results in
the most intuitive way. With just one touch, you can easily select the
perfect cooking functions and the hob will automatically adjust to the
right power level allowing you to create your best recipes. Innovative
design, great to cook with, great to look at.

DOMINO LINE
Whether you have limited space or want to tailor a hob to suit your
particular cooking needs, Domino hobs offer the perfect flexible
solution, with a variety of different power types to choose from. You
can opt for a metal or glass surface, and you can combine different
hob types such as gas, vitroceramic and induction with different
functions and energy levels, featuring the ideal solution for every type
of cooking, from fast frying to barbecuing, gentle simmering and
sautéing. Experience the beauty of glass modules and combine them
to create your ideal space. Perfect cooking results, from gas (1 or 2
burners), ceramic and ultra-efficient induction plates (1 or 2 zones).

EASY USER INTERFACE
An innovative user interface makes these hobs incredibly easy to use.
You adjust the power via a touch-sensitive slider, giving you total
control over the induction process, while a simple lighting display
shows you at a glance which cooking zones are in operation. A timer
system even lets you set the cooking time separately for each cooking
zone.
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6TH SENSE
6TH SENSE controls the cooking process, so you don’t have to watch
your hob when boiling water. 6TH SENSE automatically controls
the temperature and provides acoustic feedback when water
reaches boiling point. If the temperature gets too high, 6TH SENSE
automatically turns off the plate, preventing overflowing.

IXELIUMTM
Exclusive nanotechnology treatment that protects iXeliumTM hobs
against scratches and yellowing over time.

4 CROWN BURNER
Extremely powerful burner (3.7kW, diameter 13.5cm) that ensures
even distribution, ideal for frying with a wok.

ULTRA RAPID BURNER
Innovative burner (3.5kW, diameter 11cm) with excellent characteristics
for time saving and perfect cooking.

VERTICAL BURNERS

90o

Vertical burners provide direct heating to the pot, heating the pot
faster.

INTEGRATED IGNITION
An integrated sparking unit allowing you to light any burner
immediately.

SLIDER CONTROL

FLAME FAILURE SAFETY SYSTEM

Power is easy to adjust using a slider, the light around buttons
immediately showing which zones are switched on, offering clear
feedback on the cooking process.

The safety system immediately interrupts the gas supply in the event
of the flame going out.

PAUSE FUNCTION

SEPARATE TIMER FOR ALL ZONES
New timers for each zone help make cooking easier, allowing you to
set a separate cooking time for each plate.

If you have to leave the kitchen momentarily, you can put your hob
on hold, maintaining all your cooking settings while the hob is off.
Cooking is easily resumed by simply pressing the button again.

SINGLE PAN SUPPORTS IN CAST IRON

BIG 30CM ZONE/BURNER

Pan supports in cast iron, known for their excellent capacity for heat
transmission and resistance to high temperatures. Their clean, square
design guarantees maximum stability for your pots.

Big dual zone with a 30cm diameter gives you the flexibility to use
large pots and pans.

ENDURING SHINE

TWIN GRID IN CAST IRON

Steel that keeps it shine over time.

The twin grid offers you extended flexibility for cooking with large
pots and pans of every shape.

EASY CLEAN

FLEXICOOK

Easily cleanable using water.

Gives you the flexibility to connect two zones and create a larger
cooking area with an even temperature in order to accommodate
bigger or more pans together.

HIGHER RESISTANCE
Higher resistance to scratches.

SUPER BOOST 5000W

20% SAVING

An extremely powerful 5kW booster reaches maximum power about
30% more quickly than an equivalent cooking area with standard
booster (3.7kW).

Saves up to 20% on cooking time.
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INDUCTION

Cooking

Cooking

ACM 849/BA

77cm glass hob
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AS SPECIAL AS EACH
OF YOUR RECIPES
The secret for perfect cooking is having the
right tools. With the 6TH SENSE induction hob
you have a specific hob for warming, boiling,
melting and simmering. With just one touch,
6TH SENSE automatically sets the power
according to the selected function: forget
any mistakes. Furthermore, a new coloured
light in the serigraphy will easily guide you
during every moment.

MAXIMISE YOUR FLEXIBILITY
Thanks to the Connexion Zone, you can
combine cooking zones together and set
the same temperature for larger pans and
pots in a very intuitive way. The Dual Zone is
even more versatile as it can be used for both
big and small pots, from 12cm up to 28cm
in diameter, and is equipped with a very
powerful booster of 3 kW.

6TH SENSE
4 Induction cooking zones
1-9 Heat setting
Total power: 8000W
Pause function
Power on indicator
Residual heat indicator
Melt, simmer, & boil options
Touch control
Child lock
Bevelled frame
Black
Induction pots & pans compulsory
Whirlpool WPRO pot converter accessories
available

move the pot from one zone to another, the
hob immediately applies the right cooking
power and the light display confirms which
zone is working.

THE ESSENCE OF POWER
Thanks to the power management function,
it is possible to set a maximum total power
absorption level for the hob, choosing
between 4 different power ranges. This way
you can avoid the risk of overloading your
home power supply.

EASY INSTALLATION
Installation has never been so easy thanks to
the clip-in brackets that require no tools or
screws.

FLEXICOOK
With Flexicook you can create the ideal
cooking space to cook with pans of any size.
You can use pots from 12cm in diameter to
40x24cm, from just one pot all the way to
10 little ones. Furthermore, the consistent
temperature in all zones lets you cook food
evenly and quickly thanks to the 4 kW booster.
Flexicook gives you a direct feedback in every
moment of the preparation. Every time you

* The difference between performance & No 1 Performance (Refer to page 13).
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Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)

Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)

De luxe interface
disc for induction
hobs

Vitro
ceramic
cleaning
kits

22 & 26 cm

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 56x770x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 52x750x490mm

COOKING • HOBS
INDUCTION
ACM 847/BA

60cm glass hob
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6TH SENSE
4 Induction cooking zones
1-9 Heat setting
Total power: 8000W
Pause function
Power on indicator
Residual heat indicator
Melt, simmer, & boil options
Touch control
Child lock
Bevelled frame
Black
Induction pots & pans compulsory
Whirlpool WPRO pot converter
accessories available

Cooking

Cooking

Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)

Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)

De luxe interface
disc for induction
hobs

Vitro
ceramic
cleaning
kits

22 & 26 cm

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 56x580x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 52x560x490mm

INDUCTION
ACM 802/NE

60cm glass hob
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 Induction cooking zones
1-9 Heat setting
Total power: 6500W
Power on indicator
Residual heat indicator
Touch control
Child lock
Frameless
Black
Induction pots & pans compulsory
Whirlpool WPRO pot converter
accessories available

Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)

Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)

De luxe interface
disc for induction
hobs

Vitro
ceramic
cleaning
kits

22 & 26 cm

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 56x580x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 52x560x490mm
* The difference between performance & No 1 Performance (Refer to page 13).
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ELECTRIC
AKT 8360 LX

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 Electric cooking zones
1-9 Heat setting
Total power: 6800W
Residual heat indicator
Touch control
Child lock
Stainless steel lateral trim
Black

4

77cm glass hob

min. 6,5

Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)
Vitro
ceramic
cleaning
kits

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 46x770x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 42x750x490mm

ELECTRIC
AKT 8210 LX

60cm glass hob

51
0

580

560

min. 6,5

49
0

4 Electric cooking zones
1-9 Heat setting
Total power: 6300W
Power on indicator
Residual heat indicator
Touch control
Child lock
Stainless steel lateral trim
Black

42 4

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)
Vitro
ceramic
cleaning
kits

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 46x580x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 42x560x490mm
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COOKING • HOBS
ELECTRIC
AKM 9010/NE

60cm glass hob
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 Electric cooking zones
1-6 Heat setting
Total power: 6200W
Residual heat indicator
Lateral controls
Frameless
Black
Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)
Vitro
ceramic
cleaning
kits

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 46x580x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 42x560x490mm
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INNOVATION

50

COOKING • HOBS

Designed

for best cooking
and best looking.

Ultimate
long lasting
brilliance.
Thanks to our revolutionary
iXeliumTM treatment highly
resistant to scratches and
yellowing, both grids and
burners stay shiny for longer
and are super easy to clean
simply with water.

1
2

Design,
to the last
detail.
Unique
flame
power.
The new vertical
distribution of the
flames ensures excellent
energy efficiency with
savings up to 20% both
on boiling time1 and
energy2.

Compared to a traditional Whirlpool gas hob while boiling 2 litres of water.
Compared to a traditional Whirlpool gas hob. Efficiency represents the percentage of
heating transmission of the flames to the pot.

51

The minimal style
and the hob design
perfectly integrate with
the other elements
of the Fusion, Ambient
and Absolute lines,
for a perfect total look.

COOKING • HOBS

Ultimate

technology

and design in brilliant harmony.
Flowing form and minimalist lines give the iXelium™ hob in Supreme Design its
unique and prestigious elegance. The burners, perfectly set in the steel surface, and
the iXelium™ grids seamlessly combine technology and superlative design for an
extraordinary aesthetic look.

AWARD-WINNING DESIGN
The Whirlpool iXeliumTM cooktop in Supreme Design won the
prestigious iF Gold Design Award in 2012 for its perfect pairing of
technology and sophisticated design. The essential curves of its five
burners are fully integrated into the flowing surface of the top, while
the impeccable details of the grid design add elegance to its refined
appearance. If you’re looking for a cooktop that’s in perfect harmony
with modern kitchen design, look no further.

THE COOKTOP THAT NEVER LOSES ITS SHINE
Thanks to its exclusive nano-technology, the Whirlpool iXeliumTM
cooktop in Supreme Design does not turn yellow or corrode and
offers strong resistance to scratching1. And with no need for
aggressive chemical detergents, it is green and easy to clean. The
result is what everyone desires: a cooktop that never loses its shine.

SUPER-EFFICIENT BURNERS
The patented technology of the five burners offers maximum flexibility
of use and delivers up to 20% greater efficiency2. Thanks to their
innovative design and vertical flames, the burners are closer to pots
and pans, for even more direct heating. This reduces water boiling
time by 20%3, ensuring superlative performance and exceptional
energy savings. What is more, each burner lights up the moment you
press and turn the knob and is immediately ready for use: no waiting,
just instant satisfaction.

TWO DIFFERENT VERSIONS TO CHOOSE FROM.
To cater for different preferences, the Whirlpool iXeliumTM cooktop in
Supreme Design is available in two different versions. In the first, only
the cooktop surface is coated with iXeliumTM technology, while the
second extends the advantages of the iXeliumTM coating to all steel
parts including the grids and burners. iXeliumTM work tops are the only
ones on the market to be equipped with grids and spreaders entirely
in iXeliumTM, remaining brilliant in time without yellowing or loosing
their shine.

1

As demonstrated in tests carried out at the laboratories of TÜV Rheinland Italia. TÜV
Rheinland Italia, a member of the TÜV Rheinland Group has been a global leader
in independent safety and quality certification for products, services and corporate
systems for over 130 years, with over 300 offices in 60 countries.

2
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3

Compared to a traditional Whirlpool gas hob. Efficiency represents the percentage of
heating transmission of the flames to the pot.
Compared to a traditional Whirlpool gas hob while boiling 2 litres of water.

COOKING • HOBS
GAS
AKT 799/IXL

10 YEAR
GUARANTEE

75cm iXelium Hob

AGAINST YELLOWING AND CORROSION

Cooking

Cooking

4

51
0

730

45

560

R. 8

90o

49
0

• “Nanotechnology” coated stainless steel
• 5 Vertical burners
- 1 Rapid burner
- 2 Semi-rapid burners
- 1 Auxiliary burner
- 1 Ultra-rapid burner
• Total power: 11500W
• 2 Twin & 1 Single "Nanotechnology"
pan supports
• Frontal controls
• Embedded flush surface design
• LPG ready

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 49x730x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 45x560x490mm

GAS
GMA 9522/IXL

10 YEAR
GUARANTEE

90cm iXelium hob

AGAINST YELLOWING AND CORROSION

Cooking

Cooking

74

51

0

860
730

R. 8

0

840
560

49

40
45

• “Nanotechnology” coated stainless steel
• 5 Gas burners
- 1 2 Ring burner
- 1 Rapid burner
- 2 Semi-Rapid burners
- 1 Auxiliary burner
• Total power: 11300W
• 3 Twin cast iron pan supports
• Frontal controls
• LPG ready

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 47x860x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 40x840x490mm
* The difference between performance & No 1 Performance (Refer to page 13).
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GAS
GMA 6422/IXL

NEW

60cm gas hob

GUARANTEE
AGAINST YELLOWING AND CORROSION

7

51

0

590

560

48
0

40

• “Nanotechnology” coated stainless steel
• 4 Gas burners
- 1 2 Ring burner
- 2 Semi-rapid burners
- 1 Auxiliary burner
• Total power: 8000W
• 2 Twin cast iron supports
• Frontal controls
• LPG ready

10 YEAR

8

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 47x590x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 40x560x480mm

GAS
GMA 7414/IXL

10 YEAR
GUARANTEE

75cm iXelium hob

AGAINST YELLOWING AND CORROSION

7

51

0

730

40

R. 8

0

560

48

• “Nanotechnology” coated stainless steel
• 4 Gas burners
- 1 Ultra-Rapid burner
- 2 Semi-rapid burners
- 1 Auxiliary burner
• Total power: 7800W
• 4 Single cast iron supports
• Frontal controls
• LPG ready

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 47x730x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 40x560x480mm

GAS
GMA 6414/IXL

10 YEAR
GUARANTEE

60cm iXelium hob

AGAINST YELLOWING AND CORROSION

7

51
0

590

0

8

560

48

40

• “Nanotechnology” coated stainless steel
• 4 Gas burners
- 2 Semi-rapid burners
- 1 Auxiliary burner
- 1 Ultra-Rapid burner
• Total power: 7800W
• 4 Single cast iron supports
• Frontal controls
• LPG ready

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 47x590x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 40x560x480mm
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GAS
GMA 7522/IX

75cm stainless steel hob

51
0

730

560

48

0

40 7

• 5 Gas burners
- 1 2 Ring burner
- 1 Rapid burner
- 2 Semi-rapid burners
- 1 Auxiliary burner
• Total power: 11000W
• 3 Twin cast iron supports
• Frontal controls
• LPG ready

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 47x730x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 40x560x480mm

GAS
GMA 6422/IX

60cm stainless steel hob

0
51

40 7

0

560

48

• 4 Gas burners
- 1 2 Ring burner
- 2 Semi-rapid burners
- 1 Auxiliary burner
• Total power: 8000W
• 2 Twin cast iron supports
• Frontal controls
• Inox
• LPG ready

590

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 47x590x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 40x560x480mm

COMBINATION
AKT 759/IX

75cm gas/electric hob

55

7

51

0

730

R. 8

0

560

48

40

• 1 Electric cooking zone
• 3 Gas burners
- 1 4 Ring burner
- 2 Semi-rapid burners
• 1-12 Heat settings
• Total electric power: 1800W
• Total gas power: 7000W
• Power on indicator
• Residual heat indicator
• 3 Single cast iron pan supports
• Frontal controls
• Lid
• Inox
• LPG ready

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 47x730x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 40x560x480mm

COOKING • HOBS
GAS
GOA 9523/NB

NEW

90cm glass hob

8

51

0

860

40

R. 8

49
0

840

48
0-

• 5 Gas burners
- 1 2 Ring burner
- 1 Rapid burner
- 2 Semi-Rapid burners
- 1 Auxiliary burner
• Total power: 12300W
• 2 Twin & 1 Single cast iron pan supports
• Frontal controls
• Frameless
• Black
• LPG ready

Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)
Vitro
ceramic
cleaning
kits

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 48x860x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 41x840x480-490mm

GAS
GOA 6423/NB

NEW

60cm glass hob

51
0

590

40 8

560

48

R. 8

0-4

90

• 4 Gas burners
- 1 2 Ring burner
- 2 Rapid burners
- 1 Auxiliary burner
• Total power: 8000W
• 2 Twin cast iron pan supports
• Frontal controls
• Frameless
• Black
• LPG ready

Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)
Vitro
ceramic
cleaning
kits

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 48x590x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 40x560x480-490mm
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GAS
AKT 305/IX

288

270

48
0

1 4 Ring burner
Total power: 3700W
Strip iron pan support
Frontal controls
Inox
LPG ready

38 7

•
•
•
•
•
•

51

0

30cm domino gas wok

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 45x288x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 38x270x480mm

GAS
AKT 301/IX

288

51
38 7

0

270

48

• 2 Gas burners
- 1 Rapid burner
- 1 Semi-Rapid burner
• Total power: 4650W
• Strip iron pan support
• Frontal controls
• Inox
• LPG ready

0

30cm domino gas hob

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 45x288x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 38x270x480mm

GAS
AKT 352/IX

288

50 7

275
270

8

49
0

• 2 Gas burners
- 1 Rapid burner
- 1 Semi-rapid burner
• Total power: 4650W
• 2 Single cast iron pan supports
• Frontal controls
• Black
• LPG ready

51

0

30cm domino glass hob

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 57x288x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 50x275x490mm

57
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ELECTRIC
AKT 315/IX

288

51
0

270

8

49

2 Electric cooking zones
1-12 Heat setting
Total power: 2900W
Residual heat indicator
Frontal controls
Black
Whirlpool WPRO accessories available

50 7

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

0

30cm domino glass hob

Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)
Vitro
ceramic
cleaning
kits

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 57x288x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 50x270x490mm

ELECTRIC
AKT 360/IX

288

2 Electric cooking zones
1-12 Heat setting
Total power: 3500W
Frontal controls
Black
Supplied with scraper
Whirlpool WPRO accessories available

50 7

0

275
270

8

49

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

51

0

30cm domino glass hob

Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)
Vitro
ceramic
cleaning
kits

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 57x288x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 50x275x490mm

INDUCTION
ACM 712/IX

288

51

0

30cm domino glass hob
1-9 Heat setting
Total power: 3000W
Residual heat indicator
Touch control
Child lock
Black
Whirlpool WPRO accessories available

275
270

8

49
0

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

50 7

• 2 Induction zones

Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)

Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)

De luxe interface
disc for induction
hobs

Vitro
ceramic
cleaning
kits

22 & 26 cm

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 57x288x510mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 50x275x490mm
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PRODUCTS

FEATURES
Cooking type
Colour
Frame
Plates/zones
Touch control
Slider
Controls
Power on indicator
Residual heat indicators
Total power (watts)
Dual/flexible zones
Heat setting
Booster
Child lock
Weight (gross - kg)
Weight (net - kg)
Voltage (volts)
FUNCTIONS
6TH SENSE
Element
Simmering
Melting
DIMENSIONS
Packed dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Unpacked dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Cut-out dimensions (HxWxD)mm

PRODUCTS

FEATURES
Cooking type
Colour
Frame
Plates/zones
Touch control
Slider
Controls
Power on indicator
Residual heat indicators
Total power (watts)
Dual/flexible zones
Heat setting
Booster
Child lock
Weight (gross - kg)
Weight (net - kg)
Voltage (volts)
FUNCTIONS
6TH SENSE
Element
Simmering
Melting
DIMENSIONS
Packed dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Unpacked dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Cut-out dimensions (HxWxD)mm

ACM 849/BA

INDUCTION
ACM 847/BA

Glass
Black
Bevelled
4
•
•
Front
•
•
8000W
•
9
•
•
13.5
12.5
230V

Glass
Black
Bevelled
4
•
•
Front
•
•
8000W
•
9
•
•
12
11.5
230V

•
Induction
•
•

•
Induction
•
•

140x860x600
56x770x510
52x750x490

140x675x605
56x580x510
52x560x490

ACM 802/NE

ELECTRIC
AKT 8360 LX

Glass
Black
Frameless
4
•

Glass
Black
Lateral
4
•

Front
•
•
6500W

Front
•
6800W

9
•
•
13.5
12.5
230V

9
•
13
12
220-240V

Induction

Radiant

110x675x605
56x580x510
52x560x490

140x860x605
46x770x510
42x750x490

ELECTRIC
AKM 9010/NE

AKT 109 NE

Glass
Black
Lateral
4
•

Glass
Black
Frameless
4

Glass
Black
Frameless
4

Front
•
•
6300W

Lateral

External

•
6200W

6200W

9

6

6

•
10
8.5
230V

9.5
8
230V

9
8
230V

Radiant

Radiant

Radiant

140x670x600
46x580x510
42x560x490

140x670x600
46x580x510
42x560x490

140x680x600
49x580x510
38x560x490

AKT 8210 LX
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GAS
PRODUCTS

FEATURES
Cooking type
iXelium "Nanotechnology" coating
Colour
Number of burners
2 Ring burner
Rapid burner
Semi-rapid burner
Auxiliary burner
Ultra-rapid burner
Electric power (watts)
Gas power (watts)
Flame failure safety system
Controls
Knob ignition
Pan supports
Wok grid adapter
Lid
Weight (gross - kg)
Weight (net - kg)
Voltage (volts)
DIMENSIONS
Packed dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Unpacked dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Cut-out dimensions (HxWxD)mm

PRODUCTS

FEATURES
Cooking type
iXelium "Nanotechnology" coating
Colour
Number of burners
4 Ring burner
2 Ring burner
Rapid burner
Semi-rapid burner
Auxiliary burner
Ultra-rapid burner
Electric power (watts)
Gas power (watts)
Flame failure safety system
Controls
Knob ignition
Pan supports
Wok grid adapter
Lid
Weight (gross - kg)
Weight (net - kg)
Voltage (volts)
DIMENSIONS
Packed dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Unpacked dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Cut-out dimensions (HxWxD)mm

AKT 799/IXL

GMA 9522/IXL

GMA 6422/IXL

GMA 7414/IXL

Gas on iXelium
•
Inox
5

Gas on iXelium
•
Inox
5
1x4000W
1x3000W
2x1650W
1x1650W

Gas on iXelium
•
Inox
4
1x3500W

Gas on iXelium
•
Inox
4

2x1650W
1x1000W

2x1650W
1x3500W
1x1000W

11500W
•
Front
•
Steel

11300W
•
Front
•
Cast Iron

8000W
•
Front
•
Cast iron

7800W
•
Front
•
Cast Iron

12
11
230V

19.9
17.8
220-240V

11.3
10.5
230V

•
10
9
230V

200x800x580
49x730x510
45x560x490

155x950x595
47x860x510
40x840x490

160x670x595
47x590x510
40x560x480

155x770x595
47x780x510
40x560x480

GMA 6414/IXL

GAS
GMA 7522/IX

GMA 6422/IX

COMBINATION
AKT 759/IX

Gas on metal

Gas on metal

Gas & electric on metal

Inox
5

Inox
4

1x3800W
1x3000W
2x1650W
1x1000W

1x3500W

Inox
4
1x3500W

2x1650W
1x1000W

7800W
•
Front
•
Cast Iron
•
•
8
7.5
230V

11000W
•
Front
•
Cast iron

8000W
•
Front
•
Cast iron

1800 W
7000W
•
Front
•
Cast iron

15.3
14.2

11.3
10.5

•
11.3
10.2

160x670x595
47x590x510
40x560x480

181x810x560
47x730x510
40x560x480

181x666x571
47x590x510
40x560x480

181x810x560
47x730x510
40x560x480

1x3000W
1x1400W + 1x1900W
1x1000W
1x4200W

Gas on iXelium
•
Inox
4

2x1650W
1x1000W
1x3500W

60

2x1650W

COOKING • HOBS • HELP ME CHOOSE
GAS
PRODUCTS

FEATURES
Cooking type
Colour
Number of burners
Triple crown burner
2 Ring burner
Rapid burner
Semi-rapid burner
Auxiliary burner
Ultra-rapid burner
Gas power (watts)
Flame failure safety system
Controls
Knob ignition
Pan support
Wok grid adapter
Lid
Weight (gross - kg)
Weight (net - kg)
Voltage (volts)
DIMENSIONS
Packed dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Unpacked dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Cut-out dimensions (HxWxD)mm

RUSTIC GAS

GOA 9523/NB

GOA 6423/NB

AKM 394/NA

AKM 528/NA

Glass
Black
5

Glass
Black
4

Enamel
Black anthracite
4

1x4800W
1x1000W
1x1750W + 1x3000W
1x1750W

1x3500W
2x1750W

Enamel
Black anthracite
5
1x3500W
1x3000W
2x1650W
1x1000W

1x3000W
2x1650W
1x1000W

12300W
•
Front
•
Cast iron

8000W
•
Front
•
Cast iron

7300W
•
Front
•
Cast iron

20.2
17.6
220-240V

13.7
12.5
230V

10600W
•
Front
•
Cast iron
•
•
10
9
230V

192x960x612
48x860x510
41x840x480-490

180x670x600
48x590x510
41x560x480-490

185x770x595
51x680x500
40x560x480

170x660x590
41x590x520
30x560x480

1x1000W
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•
11.6
11
230V
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PRODUCTS

FEATURES
Cooking type
Colour
Number of burners/zones
Induction
4 Ring burner
Rapid burner/zone
Semi-rapid burner/zone
Auxiliary burner/zone
Ultra-rapid burner
Booster
Electric power (watts)
Gas power (watts)
Heat setting
Flame failure safety system
Controls
Child lock
Knob ignition
Residual heat indicator
Pan supports
Wok grid adapter
Scraper
Weight (gross - kg)
Weight (net - kg)
Voltage (volts)
DIMENSIONS
Packed dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Unpacked dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Cut-out dimensions (HxWxD)mm

PRODUCTS

FEATURES
Cooking type
Colour
Number of burners/zones
Induction
Rapid burner/zone
Semi-rapid burner/zone
Auxiliary burner/zone
Ultra-rapid burner
Booster
Electric power (watts)
Gas power (watts)
Heat setting
Flame failure safety system
Controls
Child lock
Knob ignition
Residual heat indicator
Pan supports
Wok grid adapter
Scraper
Weight (gross - kg)
Weight (net - kg)
Voltage (volts)
DIMENSIONS
Packed dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Unpacked dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Cut-out dimensions (HxWxD)mm

AKT 305/IX

GAS
AKT 301/IX

AKT 352/IX

Gas on metal
Inox
1

Gas on metal
Inox
2

Gas on glass
Black
2

1x3000W
1x1650W

1x3000W
1x1650W

3700W

4650W

4650W

•
Front

•
Front

•
Front

•

•

•

Strip iron
•

Strip iron

Cast iron

6.2
5.5
230V

6.7
5.6
230V

7
6
230V

160x365x575
45x288x510
38x270x480

160x365x575
45x288x510
38x270x480

140x350x570
57x288x510
50x275x490

AKT 360/IX

INDUCTION
ACM 712/IX

1x3500W

AKT 315/IX

ELECTRIC

Electric on glass
Black
2

Electric on glass
Black
2

2 x 1700W

2x1700W

2900W

3500W

•
3000W

12

12

9

Front

Front

Touch
•

•

Electric on glass
Black
2
2x2200W

•

6
5.3
220-240V

•
6.6
5.6
230V

6
5.6
230V

160x365x575
57x288x510
50x270x490

160x365x575
57x288x510
50x275x490

130x350x560
57x288x510
50x275x490
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Hoods
The unique 6TH SENSE technology is designed to
sense the air and set the right power, automatically
in just one touch. And there’s always a perfect
atmosphere in your kitchen.
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The beauty

perfect

of a
atmosphere.

Up to
50% energy
saving.1

No odours,
less noise.
Thanks to the innovative
6TH SENSE technology,
the aspiration power is
automatically adjusted: noise
and cooking odours will be
nothing but a distant memory.

1

Compared to standard Whirlpool hood.

Absolute
design.
There’s always a perfect
total look in your kitchen.
The black glass surface
perfectly matches with
all other appliances and
the 6TH SENSE touch user
interface even more
emphasizes the hood’s
supreme design.
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Thanks to the 6TH SENSE
innovative self-adjusting
aspiration system, you can
save up to 50%1 energy
because the power
of aspiration increases only
when it’s necessary.

COOKING • HOODS • GLOSSARY

A breath of

fresh air

in your kitchen.

Whirlpool hoods improve the atmosphere in your kitchen with high performance,
low noise and striking design.

HOODS THAT ADAPT TO THE MENU
Whirlpool’s exclusive 6TH SENSE technology offers outstanding
performance combined with exceptional energy savings. Using built
in sensors to monitor the air above your cooktop, whatever you are
cooking, 6TH SENSE hoods adjust the power to the ideal level without
you even having to think about it.

OPTIMISED FOR ALL CIRCUMSTANCES
The food cluster based menu automatically sets the right extraction
power according to the kind of cooking method (re-heating, boiling,
frying, intensive speed mode). The central capacitive touch 6TH SENSE
programmer, back-lighted and serigraphied, is the only element of
interaction to set the hood modes.

NEXT GENERATION ASPIRATION POWER
The Whirlpool T-shaped hoods represent the new generation for this
product category, offering an extraordinary aspiration performance.
Thanks to the new Whirlpool extraction technology, your hood will
ensure an extraction power of up to 800m3/h.

FILTERS TYPES AND PERFORMANCES
Aluminium grease filters capture the grease particles produced while
cooking, retaining all unpleasant smells. With stainless-steel grease
filters, the grease-laden air is forced to move through a twisting
series of channels, this way it comes into contact with a large surface
area where the grease particles are retained. Both aluminium and
stainless steel grease filters are dishwasher safe. With perimetral
extraction, the rectifying panel breaks the flow of the fumes, directing
them towards the outer edges of the hood where more grease can
be collected.
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6TH SENSE

HALOGEN LIGHTING SYSTEM

In “automatic” mode, the hood self-sets according to the sensor
readings, while ‘manual’ mode lets you set the hood to the speed you
prefer.

The innovative lighting feature on the 6TH SENSE Adaptive Hood uses
halogen lighting.

ELECTRONIC SLIDER

CONSTANTLY IMPROVING AIR QUALITY

This convenient feature makes it easy to set the ideal power level in a
smooth way.

The Air Quality Function allows for a continuous and silent replacement
of air in your kitchen, by operating at minimum power for 5 minutes
every half an hour. When you need to remove intensive fumes or
vapour quickly the Boost Function does the job, running on full power
for 5 minutes.

TOUCH CONTROL USER INTERFACE
Stylish, high-tech and extremely easy to operate. Various types of
touch control user interfaces with delay timer and intensive function
are available.
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CHIMNEY

NEW
Cooking

Cooking

AKR 759 IX

90cm cooker hood

HOODS THAT ADAPT
TO THE MENU

DESIGNED TO BLEND
INTO YOUR KITCHEN

Whirlpool’s exclusive 6TH SENSE technology
offers outstanding performance combined
with exceptional energy savings. Using built
in sensors to monitor the air above your
cooktop, whatever you are cooking,
6TH SENSE hoods adjust the power to the
ideal level without you even having to think
about it.

Each of Whirlpool’s hoods is an attractive
design object in its own right. They enhance
the atmosphere in any kitchen, improving air
quality while striking an attractive visual note.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6TH SENSE
4 Speed setting
Boost position
Maximum extraction rate: 704m3/h
Maximum filtration rate: 356m3/h
3 Washable aluminium grease filter
1 Odour filter
2 Halogen lamps
Touch control
Wall-mounted
Inox
Extraction or filtration operation:
Extraction (extraction kit needed)
Filtration (charcoal filter needed)
250

240

619

Ø147

256
898

450

61

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 619+61x898x450mm
Filter Code: AMC 027

* The difference between performance & No 1 Performance (Refer to page 13).
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CHIMNEY
AKR 979 IX

90cm glass cooker hood
3 Speed setting
Maximum extraction rate: 400m3/h
Maximum filtration rate: 250m3/h
1 Washable aluminium grease filter
1 Odour filter
2 Halogen lamps
Button control
Wall-mounted
Inox
Extraction or filtration operation:
Extraction (extraction kit needed)
Filtration (charcoal filter needed)

250
240
Ø150

603 ÷ 1130

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

450

598

-89

8

498

0

41

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 1130x898x450mm
Filter Code: AMC 027

ISLAND
AKR 951/1 IX

100cm glass cooker hood
Ø 150

624 ÷ 1145

3 Speed setting
Maximum extraction rate: 630m3/h
Maximum filtration rate: 455m3/h
1 Washable aluminium grease filter
1 Odour filter
2 Halogen lamps
Button control
Island
Inox
Extraction or filtration operation:
Extraction (extraction kit needed)
Filtration (charcoal filter needed)

698 00
5
285

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

277

280

51
998 5

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 1130x998x698mm
Filter Code: DKF 43

CHIMNEY
AKR 559/2 IX

NEW

90cm cooker hood
250

240

Ø150

622 1152

3 Speed setting
Maximum extraction rate: 433m3/h
Maximum filtration rate: 321m3/h
3 Washable aluminium grease filter
3 Odour filters
2 Halogen lamps
Button control
Wall-mounted
Inox
Extraction or filtration operation:
Extraction (extraction kit needed)
Filtration (charcoal filter needed)

898

60

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

0

45

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 1152+60x898x450mm
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CHIMNEY
AKR 558/2 IX

NEW

60cm cooker hood
3 Speed setting
Maximum extraction rate: 433m3/h
Maximum filtration rate: 321m3/h
2 Washable aluminium grease filter
2 Odour filters
2 Halogen lamps
Button control
Wall-mounted
Inox
Extraction or filtration operation:
Extraction (extraction kit needed)
Filtration (charcoal filter needed)

250

240

Ø150

640 ÷ 1090

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

294

598

60

450

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 1090+60x598x450mm

CHIMNEY
AKR 672/IX

60cm cooker hood
3 Speed setting
Maximum extraction rate: 416m3/h
Maximum filtration rate: 347m3/h
2 Washable aluminium grease filter
2 Odour filters
2 Halogen lamps
Slider control
Wall-mounted
Inox
Extraction or filtration operation:
Extraction (extraction kit needed)
Filtration (charcoal filter needed)

17

Ø1

6

2

50

16

197
min. 560 - max. 861

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

59

8-

89

8

0

45

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 861x598x450mm
Filter Code: AMC 023

FULLY INTEGRATED
AKR 605 IX

60cm cooker hood
493

=
258

Ø1

20

=

65

139

Continuous speed setting
Maximum extraction rate: 390m3/h
Maximum filtration rate: 235m3/h
1 Washable aluminium grease filter
2 Odour filters
2 Halogen lamps
Slider control
Built-in
Inox
Extraction or filtration operation:
Extraction (extraction kit needed)
Filtration (charcoal filter needed)

52

4

9

28

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 165,5x524x289mm
Filter Code: AMC 859

70

165,5

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

COOKING • HOODS • HELP ME CHOOSE
PRODUCTS

FEATURES
Colour
Speed settings
Control
Maximum extraction rate (m3/h)
Maximum filtration rate (m3/h)
Maximum boost extraction rate (m3/h)
Maximum boost filtration rate (m3/h)
Maximum extraction noise (dBA)
Maximum filtration noise (dBA)
Lamps (H-Halogen)
Lamps (Neon)
Number of grease filters
Number of odour filters
Outlet diameter (mm)
Minimum height above gas hob (mm)
Minimum height above electric hob (mm)
Total power (watts)
Weight (gross - kg)
Weight (nett - kg)
Voltage (volts)
FUNCTIONS
6TH SENSE Technology
DIMENSIONS
Packed dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Unpacked Height dimensions (min-max)mm
Unpacked dimensions (HxWxD)mm

PRODUCTS

FEATURES
Colour
Speed settings
Control type
Maximum extraction rate (m3/h)
Maximum filtration rate (m3/h)
Maximum extraction noise (dBA)
Maximum filtration noise (dBA)
Lamps (H-Halogen)
Lamps (Neon)
Number of grease filters
Number of odour filters
Outlet diameter (mm)
Minimum height above gas hob (mm)
Minimum height above electric hob (mm)
Total power (watts)
Weight (gross - kg)
Weight (nett - kg)
Voltage (volts)
FUNCTIONS
6TH SENSE Technology
DIMENSIONS
Packed dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Unpacked Height dimensions (min-max)mm
Unpacked dimensions (HxWxD)mm

CHIMNEY
AKR 979 IX

AKR 559/2 IX

Inox
4
Touch
650
356
704
356
72
73
2

Inox
3
Buttons
400
250

Inox
3
Buttons
433
321

64
69
2

61
62
2

3
1
150
600
500
250W
23.6
19.3
220-240V

1
1
150
650
500
120W
20.16
15.55
220-240V

3
3
150
650
500
120W
16.33
11.7
220-240V

572x945x375
580
619+60x898x450

575x945x375
76-603
1130x898x450

600x945x375
300-730
1152+60x898x450

CHIMNEY
AKR 951/1 IX

AKR 432 ME

AKR 507 IX

Inox
3
Buttons
630
455
65
69
2

Grey
3
Slider
195
71
62
66
1

Inox
3
Slider
240
112
62
69
1

1
1
150
650
500
170W
43.5
30
220-240V

1
1
125
650
650
100W
4.6
5.25
220-230V

1
125
700
600
100W
5.6
4.95
220-240V

583x1074x774
314-722
1130x998x698

530x630x100

555x610x150

77x598x470

132x598x510

AKR 759 IX

•

SHELF
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AKR 558/2 IX

CHIMNEY
AKR 672/IX

AKR 551 NA

Inox
3
Buttons
433
321

Inox
3
Slider
416
347

Black anthracite
3
Slider
372
217

61
62
2

59
63
2

65
65
2

68
2

2
2
150
650
500
120W
15.04
11.9
220 - 240V

2
2
150
700
600
120W
8.7
6.7
220-240V

2
2
125
650
500
130W
15
13
220-240V

1
2
120
750
650
240W
7
5.85
220-230V

600x645x375
640
1090+60x598x450

540x670x320
259-560
861x598x450

610x860x380
320-520
520-720x600x515

375x524x289

72

INTEGRATED
AKR 605 IX

Inox
Continuous
Slider
390
235
67

165,5x524x289

Cooling
The innovative 6TH SENSE technology is designed
to automatically adapt the temperature
and humidity levels to each of your
favourite foods, so that you can enjoy
their freshness for up to 4 times longer.1

1

Compared with Whirlpool total NoFrost refrigerator. Freshness has been calculated as
an average taking into account variation of food colour, pH and weight loss measured
over a period of time. Time guidelines may vary depending on original food quality.
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INNOVATION
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COOLING

The

N°1 in fresh and frozen

food preservation.1
Long life to your food.

Fresher for
Longer.

Ideal for fresh and
frozen food.
Two total NoFrost systems, one for
the fridge, one for the freezer, to
create the ideal frost free climate
with no odour mixing
for better tasting food.

6TH SENSE FreshControl
guarantees advanced
humidity regulation in the
whole cavity thanks to its
innovative sensors.
Freshness lasts longer and
food preserves best taste
and colour.3

Frozen food
tastes fresh
even after
defrosting.
FreezeControl reduces
temperature fluctuations in
the freezer to the minimum
thanks to an innovative air
system. Freezer burns are
reduced up to 50%2 and
food preserves more of its
original quality and colour.
2

1

Based on internal food tests conducted by Whirlpool, measuring reduction of
food weight loss and decolouration driven by Fresh Control and Freeze Control
technologies (November 2014).
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3

Based on results of SLG Prüf-und Zertifizierungs GmbH, an independent institute,
comparing a Whirlpool fridge-freezer with Freeze Control technology to a Whirlpool
fridge-freezer without Freeze Control technology.
Based on internal food tests conducted by Whirlpool.

COOLING • GLOSSARY

The

N 1in fresh and frozen
o

food preservation.1

Whirlpool understands your needs and knows that you take care of all the things
you love everyday, in a unique and special way. That is why our Supreme NoFrost
refrigerators are equipped with two active total NoFrost systems, one for the fridge
and one for the freezer, so as to create the ideal frost free climate for preserving your
food.

Introducing
Supreme
NoFrost

SUPREME NOFROST
Supreme NoFrost has two separate Total NoFrost systems: one for
the fridge and one for the freezer. This makes the two compartments
totally independent, ensuring excellent preservation: optimum
humidity, no odour mixing and no frost in the freezer or in the fridge,
guaranteeing the best frost free climate to store fresh
and frozen food.

The new era of food
preservation begins here

THE ACTIV0° COMPARTMENT
This technology maintains an ideal environment for storing meat and
fish. The temperature in the Activ0° compartment is approximately 0°C,
meaning that food stays fresh longer and conserves its appearance,
texture and nutritional properties. The system can be switched off and
the compartment used for normal storage.

WHIRLPOOL SUPREME
TOTAL NOFROST

6TH SENSE TECHNOLOGY
The innovative 6TH SENSE technology keeps the temperature and
humidity level inside the entire compartment constant through
time so that when you close the fridge door the right temperature is
re-established quickly with minimum energy consumption. You do
not waste energy anymore and your food is preserved
at its best.

•
•
•

2 NoFrost systems
Humid air preserves
food
No mixed odours

ENERGY SAVING
With the new Supreme NoFrost refrigerator, you will get the best
energy efficiency in its class. The advanced electronic interface
combined with a variable speed efficient compressor, reduces
energy consumption. You can save from 48% on energy consumption
with an A+++ model, up to 53% with an A+++ -10%.2

TRADITIONAL TOTAL
NOFROST

RENEWED ABSOLUTE DESIGN
Attention to detail has always been a Whirlpool priority. ABSOLUTE
Design is emphasised even more thanks to the modern flush Supreme
NoFrost model. The premium version offers a flat door with a flush
handle and an intuitive user interface built into the floating handle.
For longer lasting beauty, the black glass, the stainless steel and the
new inox-optic door finishes ensure an improved fingerprint-resistant
and non-scratch surface. You can also discover the other models of
the Supreme NoFrost range, always with a premium look but with
different handle designs to satisfy every need.
1

Based on internal food tests conducted by Whirlpool, measuring reduction of
food weight loss and decolouration driven by Fresh Control and Freeze Control
technologies (November 2014).

•
•
•
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2

NoFrost systems
Dry air damages food
Mixed odours

With reference to the average energy consumption of a Whirlpool equivalent
appliance in A+ class (based on EEI).

COOLING • GLOSSARY
6TH SENSE FRESH CONTROL

BOTTLE BALCONY

Whirlpool’s unique 6TH SENSE Fresh Control technology controls
temperature and humidity to maintain the best conditions for
long-lasting food freshness, up to 4 times longer1.

Up to 2L capacity storage for bottles in an extra-large, rounded,
transparent door shelf, which is easily adjustable and removable.

BOTTLE RACK

ACTIV0° SYSTEM

Metal-finished rack for storage of wine bottles, can be inserted in
place of an ordinary flat glass shelf.

Activ0° is an isolated system kept at a constant temperature of 0°C, the
ideal level to keep fish and meat fresh. The combination of 6TH SENSE
Fresh Control technology with the Activ0° system throughout the
fridge provides “best in class” food preservation for all types of food.

CONTROLLED TEMPERATURE COMPARTMENT
A special compartment with a temperature approximately 3-5°C
lower than in other parts of the refrigerator, considerably prolonging
the storage of fresh food (fish and meat) without loss of freshness or
nutritional properties and without the need to freeze.

NOFROST TECHNOLOGY
NoFrost technology prevents the formation of ice in the freezer.

DAIRY COMPARTMENT

STOPFROST

A special isolated compartment for storing products like butter,
preserving them better and preventing odours from mixing.

The StopFrost device collects frost and defrosting takes just 1 minute
by cleaning the device under the tap. Freeing your freezer from frost
has never been so easy.

CRISPER DRAWER AND SHELF RETENTION
Drawers and shelves are fixed to the interior with ‘safety stop’
functionality, so they won’t fall out when opened completely.

BLACKOUT ALERT

TEMPERED GLASS SHELVES

Automatically checks the temperature when the electricity supply is
restored after a power cut. A LED blinks when the temperature has
risen above –8° in the freezer.

Extra strong glass shelves, easily removed for cleaning and quickly
adjusted to different heights.

VACATION MODE

SPILL-GUARD

A simple function that allows the fridge to be switched off while
the freezer stays on, saving energy while you are away without
the inconvenience of emptying and switching off the appliance
completely.

Attractive, transparent plastic edges on shelves provide a handy
‘spill-guard’ function, preventing spillage in the fridge spreading
beyond the shelf.

ANTIBACTERIAL SYSTEM

DEEP BALCONIES

An air filtration system developed in conjunction with Microban®, the
market leader in antibacterial solutions, to reduce unpleasant odours
and proliferation of bacteria in the fridge. The filter is easily replaceable
every 6 months.

Extra-deep (160mm) balconies with no compromise on the size of the
crisper. Ideal for bottles and fruit juices, they have a useful divider to
keep smaller items in place.

REVERSIBLE DOORS

100% CFC & HFC FREE

Whirlpool refrigerators give you the option to change the direction in
which the doors open.

In accordance with the company’s policy of environmental
friendliness, all Whirlpool cooling appliances are completely CFC-free
and HFC-free.

ALL THE CAPACITY YOU NEED

TEMPERATURE DISPLAY

Whirlpool’s combi fridge-freezers come in a range of different shapes
and sizes, from standard 60cm appliances to extra-wide 80cm models
with a capacity of 560L. That’s more space than the biggest freezer on
the market.

Digital displays show the set temperatures in the fridge and freezer
compartments.

CHILD LOCK
This locks the functions, preventing the danger of children altering
functions or functions being altered during cleaning.

LED ILLUMINATION
The new LED illumination system spreads the light evenly inside the
cavity. Thanks to the beauty of their light, it is simple to find what you
are looking for. LED illumination is twice as bright and consumes 10
times less energy2.

1

Compared to Whirlpool Supreme NoFrost refrigerator. Freshness has been calculated
as an average taking into account variation of food colour, pH and weight loss
measured over a period of time. Time guidelines may vary depending on original food
quality Always respect expiry dates where stated.
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Compared to a normal bulb.

COOLING • COMBI'S
BOTTOM FREEZER
COMING SOON

NEW
Cooling

Cooling

BSNF 9782 OX

60cm combi fridge
& freezer

• 6TH SENSE “Fresh control” technology
• 388L Gross capacity
• 325L Net capacity
- 231L Net fridge capacity
- 94L Net freezer capacity
• 'A++' Energy efficiency
• Integrated handles
• Digital display
• Black out alarm
• Temperature alarm
• Inox
• Fridge:
- Humidity control
- Multi-flow system
- Internal ventilation
- Fast cooling option
- Door open indicator
- Activ0° compartment
- Dairy compartment
- 2 Crisper drawers
- Bottle rack, balcony, holder, & separator
- Egg tray
- Microban® anti-bacterial filter
- 4 (3 adjustable) Glass shelves
- 4 Adjustable in-door balconies
• Freezer:
- Fast freezing option
- Thaw water drainage system
- Door open indicator
- Quick ice
- Ice tray
- 3 Freezer drawers

SUPREME NOFROST

FRESHNESS, UP TO 4 TIMES LONGER1

Supreme NoFrost has two separate Total
NoFrost systems: one for the fridge and
one for the freezer. This makes the two
compartments
totally
independent,
ensuring excellent preservation: optimum
humidity, no odour mixing and no frost in
the freezer or in the fridge, guaranteeing
the best frost free climate to store fresh and
frozen food.

6TH SENSE Fresh Control technology adapts
the temperature and the right humidity in
the entire cavity thanks to intelligent sensors,
for up to 4 times longer freshness 1.

1

2

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 2010x595x655mm

QUICK ICE
Ice cubes in only 30 minutes, compared to
2 hours with traditional fridges2. A special
cold air flow accelerates the formation of
ice cubes by accelerating the freezing of the
water in the ice trays.

As compared with a Whirlpool Total NoFrost fridge. Always respect expire dates where
stated. Tested by SLG institute.
Compared with Whirlpool FS Combi Fridges without Quick Ice feature.
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* The N°1 in preserving your food, for longer freshness (Refer to page 75).

COOLING • COMBI'S
BOTTOM FREEZER
BSNF 8101 OX AQUA

60cm combi fridge & freezer
with water dispenser
• 6TH SENSE “Fresh control” technology
• 352L Gross capacity
• 315L Net capacity
- 218L Net fridge capacity
- 97L Net freezer capacity
• 'A+' Energy efficiency
• Integrated handles
• LED digital display
• Stainless steel
• Fridge:
- Humidity control
- Multi-flow system
- Internal ventilation
- Fast cooling option
- Door open indicator
- Crisper drawer
- Bottle balcony & separator
- Egg tray
- Microban® anti-bacterial filter
- In-door water dispenser
- Unique internal water filter
- 4 (3 adjustable) Glass shelves
- 2 Adjustable in-door balconies

NEW
• Freezer:
- Thaw water drainage system
- Ice tray
- 3 Freezer drawers

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 1885x595x655mm

BOTTOM FREEZER
BSNF 8101 OX

NEW

60cm combi fridge
& freezer

• 6TH SENSE “Fresh control” technology
• 356L Gross capacity
• 319L Net capacity
- 222L Net fridge capacity
- 97L Net freezer capacity
• 'A+' Energy efficiency
• Integrated handles
• LED digital display
• Stainless steel
• Fridge:
- Humidity control
- Multi-flow system
- Internal ventilation
- Fast cooling option
- Crisper drawer
- Bottle balcony & separator
- Egg tray
- Microban® anti-bacterial filter
- 4 (3 adjustable) Glass shelves
- 3 Adjustable in-door balconies

• Freezer:
- Thaw water drainage system
- Ice tray
- 3 Freezer drawers

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 1885x595x655mm
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BOTTOM FREEZER
BLF 8001 OX

NEW

60cm combi fridge & freezer
• 341L Gross capacity
• 339L Net capacity
- 228L Net fridge capacity
- 111L Net freezer capacity
• 'A+' Energy efficiency
• Integrated handles
• Inox
• Fridge:
- Crisper drawer
- Bottle balcony & separator
- Egg tray
- 4 (3 adjustable) Glass shelves
- 3 Adjustable in-door balconies
• Freezer:
- Ice tray
- 3 Freezer drawers

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 1885x595x655mm

BOTTOM FREEZER
WBA4398 NFC IX AQUA

70cm combi fridge & freezer
with water dispenser

• 6TH SENSE “Fresh control” technology
• 449L Gross capacity
• 414L Net capacity
- 276L Net fridge capacity
- 138L Net freezer capacity
• ‘A+’ Energy efficiency
• Integrated handles
• LED digital display
• Black out alarm
• Temperature alarm
• Inox
• Fridge:
- Humidity control
- Multi-flow system
- Internal ventilation
- Fast cooling option
- Dairy compartment

- Crisper drawer
- Bottle rack, balcony, & separator
- Egg tray
- Microban® anti-bacterial filter
- In-door water dispenser
- Unique internal water filter
- 4 (2 adjustable) Glass shelves
- 4 Adjustable in-door balconies
• Freezer:
- Fast freezing option
- Ice maker
- 3 Freezer drawers
- 2 Freezer balconies

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 1875x710x715mm
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COOLING • MATCHING PAIRS
UPRIGHT FRIDGE
5GI6FARAF

90cm U.S combi fridge & freezer with
water & ice dispenser

• 6TH SENSE technology
• 620L Gross capacity
• 571L Net capacity
- 449L Net fridge capacity
- 122L Net freezer capacity
• 'A+' Energy efficiency
• Protruding handles
• LED digital display
• Inox
• Fridge:
- Fast cooling option
- Dairy compartment

• Freezer:
- Fast freezing option
- Ice maker
- Door open indicator
- 2 Freezer baskets with separator

- Microban® anti-bacterial filter
- Plumbed water dispenser
- Plumbed crushed or cubed ice dispenser
- Unique internal water filter
- 5 (4 adjustable) Glass shelves
- 3 Adjustable in-door balconies

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 1780x905x890mm

UPRIGHT FREEZER
5GBL22PRAA

80cm U.S combi fridge & freezer
• 623L Gross capacity
• 560L Net capacity
- 437L nett fridge
- 123L nett freezer
• 'A+' Energy efficiency
• Protruding handles
• Integrated handle
• LED digital display
• Inox
• Fridge:
- Fresh food compartment
- Dairy compartment
- Crisper drawer
- Bottle balcony
- Egg tray
- Microban® anti-bacterial filter
- 5 (4 adjustable) Glass shelves
- 4 Adjustable in-door balconies
• Freezer:
- Thaw water drainage system
- 2 Freezing drawers
- 2 Freezer balconies

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 1780x834x874mm
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INTEGRATED BOTTOM FREEZER
ART 9811/A++ SF
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• 6TH SENSE “Fresh control” technology
• 310L Gross capacity
• 308L net capacity:
- 228L net fridge capacity
- 80L net freezer capacity
• 'A+' Energy efficiency
• Microban® anti-bacterial filter
• LED digital display
• Fast cooling option
• Internal ventilation
• Electronic temperature control
• Humidity control
• 5 (4 adjustable ) Glass shelves
• 4 Fridge in-door balconies
• Dairy compartment
• Bottle rack, balcony, holder, & separator
• Crisper drawer
• 3 Freezer drawers
• Ice cube tray
• Inox

18

60cm integrated combi fridge & freezer

m

min.200c

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 1935x540x550mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 1940x560x560mm

INTEGRATED BOTTOM FREEZER
ART 6510/A+ SF
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• 277L Gross capacity
• 275L Net capacity:
- 195L Net fridge capacity
- 80L Net freezer capacity
• ‘A+’ Energy efficiency
• Microban® anti-bacterial filter
• Internal light
• Internal ventilation
• Mechanical control
• 5 (4 adjustable) Glass shelves
• 3 Fridge in-door balconies
• Dairy compartment
• Bottle rack, balcony, holder, & separator
• Crisper drawer
• 3 Freezer drawers
• Inox

18

60cm integrated combi fridge & freezer

min.200cm

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 1770x540x550mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 1776x560x565mm
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COOLING • HELP ME CHOOSE
FREESTANDING

FEATURES
Type
Total net unit capacity (litres)
Fridge net capacity (litres)
Freezer net capacity (litres)
Colour
LED/touch display
Interior light
Energy efficiency class
Freezing capacity - kg/24 hours
Noise level dBa
Weight (gross - kg)
Weight (nett - kg)
Voltage (volts)
Climatic class
Energy consumption - kW/year
Door hinge
Fridge:
Door open indicator
Activ0° compartment
Dairy compartment
Crisper drawer
Anti-bacterial filter with Microban®
Aqua tank in-door
Number of shelves
Number of adjustable shelves
Number of adjustable balconies
Freezer:
Door open indicator
Ice cube tray
Ice dispenser
Ice maker
Thaw water drainage
Number of freezing drawers
FUNCTIONS
6TH SENSE Technology
Black out alarm
Temperature alarm
Vacation mode
Fridge:
Activ0° technology
Fresh control
Humidity control
Multi-flow system
Fast cooling
Freezer:
Freeze control
Fast freezing
No frost system
Supreme no frost technology
DIMENSIONS
Packed dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Unpacked dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Cut-out dimensions (HxWxD)mm

BSNF 9782 OX

BSNF 8101 NFX AQUA

BSNF 8101 OX

BLF 8001 OX

Bottom freezer
325
231
94
Inox

Bottom freezer
315
218
97
Inox
•
•
A+
4
42
74
71
220-240V
SN-T
310
Left & right

Bottom freezer
319
222
97
Inox
•
•
A+
4
42
74
71
220-240 V
SN-T
311
Right reversible

Bottom freezer
339
228
111
Inox

1
•

1

4
3
4

1
•
•
4
3
2

4
3
3

4
3
3

•
•

•

•

•

Quick ice
•
3

•
3

•
3

3

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

2075x640x730
2010x595x655

1945x640x730
1885x595x655

1945x640x730
1885x595x655

•
A++
15.5
42
83
80
220 - 240V
SN-T
263
Right reversible
•
•
•
2
•

•
•
•
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•
A+
5
38
72
69
220-240V
N-T
309
Left & right

1945x640x730
1885x595x655

COOLING • HELP ME CHOOSE
FREESTANDING

INTEGRATED

WBA4398 NFC IX AQUA

5GI6FARAF

5GBL22PRAA

ART 9811/A++ SF

ART 6510/A+ SF

Bottom freezer
414
276
138
Inox
•
•
A+
11
40
87
85
220-240V
SN-T
371
Right reversible

Bottom freezer
571
449
122
Inox
•
•
A+
9
49
154,2
148,6
220-240
T
473
Left & right

Bottom freezer
560
437
123
Inox
•
•
A+
9
43
131
124
220-240
N-T
433
Left

Bottom freezer
308
228
80
Inox
•
•
A++
3.5
35
57
55.2
220-240V
SN-T
247
Right reversible

Bottom freezer
275
195
80
Inox
•
A+
3.5
35
52,2
50.6
220-240V
SN-T
299
Right reversible

•
1
•

•
1
•

•
1
•

5
4
4

5
4
4

5
4
3

•
1
•
•
4
2
4

•
•
5
4
3
•

•
Ice mate

•
•

2

2

•
•
•

•

•
2

3

3

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

1955x750x770
1875x710x715

1810x1003x965
1780x905x890

1848x896x915
1780x834x874
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2000x580x608
1935x540x550
1940x560x560

1840x580x608
1770x540x550
1776x560x565

Dishwashing
The intelligent 6TH SENSE technology is
programmed to give you the clean and shine you
demand without prewash or effort, leaving you the
time to enjoy what you love.
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CLEANING • DISHWASHING

N°1

Discover the
in
cleaning and drying
in just one hour.1

No
prewash.

Ultimate
spotless drying.
Take your glasses straight from
the dishwasher and onto the
table, without the need to towel
dry, as they are spotlessly
shiny thanks to PowerDryTM
technology.

1

Using the 1 hour wash & dry program.
Based on internal test result (Status date August 2013).
The PowerClean function cannot be used with 1 hour wash & dry program.

Even plastic
items.
Outstanding drying
results even on plastic
items, so you can put
them straight
back into the cupboard.
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The intelligent 6TH SENSE
sensor detects the level of
soil and regulates the water
pressure of 28 powerful jets
of PowerCleanTM technology
accordingly.

CLEANING • DISHWASHING

The

innovation

that revolutionises dishwashing.
Minimalist outside while fully equipped inside. Modern flush aesthetic with a
new user interface for seamless interaction and improved usability. Designed
to save space, not performance.

NEW INTERIOR DESIGN. IMPROVED QUALITY
Premium new design, harmonised rack colours and new shiny
stainless steel handle for improved ergonomics. Improved quality and
stability when loading and unloading thanks to a new rack system
with more stable partitions.

FITS ALL YOUR DISHES
Admire the flexibility and loading capacity found in Whirlpool's
dishwashers. Up to 13 place settings with a 3rd rack in the top to fit all
of your cutlery and cooking implements.

ULTIMATE CLEANING WHILE SAVING
WATER, ENERGY AND TIME
6TH SENSE technology offers you the most efficient optimisation of
resources on the market. A sensor constantly checks the water to
determine if wash cycle variations are required, and you
can get up to a 50%1 saving on energy, water and time.

ENERGY EFFICIENT POWER
Whirlpool’s PowerDryTM technology guarantees the quickest and most
efficient drying cycle while offering the most energy efficient standard
on the market, A+++. The outstanding washing and drying results
together with the reduced energy consumption make PowerDryTM
dishwashers unique and unequalled in performance.

1

Comparison between minimum and maximum consumption on 6TH SENSE
programmes.
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6TH SENSE

STEAM

With full drying effect, for all kinds of soil. Sensors react and select
different programme cycles, depending on how dirty your plates are,
optimising the consumption of energy, water and time.

The steam option, gently penetrates food residues and eliminates
difficult stains. With steam you can always be sure that your dishes are
washed at the ideal temperature, no matter how dirty they are.

6TH SENSE POWERCLEANTM

DUAL WASH

6TH SENSE PowerCleanTM uses a redesigned system of targeted jet
sprays to remove the toughest soil from pots, pans and extra-large
items like baking trays, with no need for pre-washing, soaking
or scrubbing. Special sensors detect how dirty the items in the
PowerCleanTM area are, regulating the water pressure accordingly and
consuming no extra water.

Is a cycle able to manage different wash intensities for each rack. You
can optimize loading and properly wash different crockery in one
cycle, loading delicate items in upper rack (with low pressure) and
soiled pots and pans in the lower rack (with high pressure wash).

PRE-WASH

Choose by how many hours you would like to start the program.

Is a short cold-wash cycle (about 15min), you can use to pretreat your
dishes before starting the complete washing cycle. Use in times when
you're not washing each day and collecting dishes until you get a full
load. This can eliminate smells/odours.

SANI RINSE ANTI-BACTERIAL
Eliminates 99.999% of all bacteria (independently tested to NF EN
13697 standards), ensuring your dishes are fully sanitized.

FRAGILE

WATER SAFETY SYSTEM.

Gentle wash dedicated to delicate items such as stemmed glasses.
Using a light drying effect and a dedicated programme with the right
temperature, you can load lightly soiled dishes such as glasses and
cups.

•

START DELAY OPTION

•

RAPID
Is a quick washing cycle that washes your dishes in approximately 30
minutes and is meant for lightly soiled dishes. Use of detergent tablets
is not recommended.

Electronic aqua control: Monitors the water level inside the
dishwasher sump. In case of internal leakages, it stops the
appliance and pumps out the water.
Waterstop safety system: Anti-flooding device to protect your
home. At the first sign of a problem, it stops the cycle, blocks the
water supply and drains out the appliance.

SELF-CLEANING FILTER
A self-cleaning system regenerates water every 10 seconds and
eliminates food particles through a “soak-and-pulse” action.

ECO

ALL-IN-ONE

A cycle that keeps electricity and water consumption low, even with
the full dry phase. Typically for normal and dried-on soil and max load.

Lets you choose your detergent according to preference and water
hardness for optimum cleaning results with powder or any type of
tablet.

SILENT PROGRAMME
The Silent programme is super quiet at only 39dBA, thanks to the
modular water pressure system.

LOAD MANAGEMENT
•

DAILY

•

Is a cycle that washes a mixed load with a medium soil level. With
full drying effect. Fast programme with full cleaning and drying effect
as alternative for ECO programme selection. For daily use of mixed
customer load and normal soiled dishes with dried on soil.

Half load: The Half-Load option saves resources when washing a
small load occupying both racks.
Multi zone: Resource-efficient Multizone option lets you use
only the upper rack or only the lower one.

SPACIOUS, FLEXIBLE RACKS
Modular racks can be repositioned or removed to suit your needs.
Extra space is created by innovations like the 3rd rack and foldable
tines.

INTENSIVE
Is a high-temperature washing cycle for heavily soiled items. With full
drying effect, with heated pre-wash, for customer load with pots &
pans, for baked-on, burnt-on, heavy soiled dishes.
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FREESTANDING

Dishwasher Dishwasher

ADP 9070 IX

freestanding dishwasher
6TH SENSE PowerCleanTM
13 Place settings
10L Water consumption
10 Programmes
'A+++' Energy efficiency
‘A’ Cleaning and drying performance
1-24 Hour digital start delay
Multi-zone option
Digital display
Button programme control
Water softener
Tablet option
Various indicators (see ‘Help me choose’)
Removable upper rack & adjustable upper basket
Cutlery basket
Mechanical waterstop & filter water safety system
Noise: 44dBA
Inox

POWERDRY TECHNOLOGY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perfect drying, with no effort.

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 850x597x590mm

The PowerDry Technology achieves ultimate
drying results thanks to its innovative
3D airflow system that extracts and drains
away the steam from inside the dishwasher.
Dishes and the dishwasher cavity are
completely free from steam and humidity
when you open the door. Take your glasses
from the dishwasher and onto the table, with
no need to towel dry, as they are spotlessly
shiny. Even plastic items.

Thanks to PowerDry technology the 1 hour
wash & dry programme ensures perfect
cleaning and drying of all your dishes,
including plastic items. When you unload
the dishwasher there’s no risk of any washed
items dripping water onto your kitchen
floor and no need to hand dry them before
putting them away. That makes it the most
convenient cycle on the market for your daily
load of dishes.

1

1

2

Removable 3rd rack.

3

Beautiful new stainless steel handles
with improved ergonomics.

4

Telescopic guides.

5

Maximum flexibility thanks to tines that
can all be folded.

6

Steel cavity.

7

PowerDry.

2
6
3

4

Innovative 3D airflow system that
extracts steam and transforms it into
water that drains away inside the cavity.
No steam appears when you open the
door.

7

5
8

8

PowerClean.
Intelligent sensors detect the level of
soil and adjust the pressure of 28 jets
sprays, no need to prewash.

9
10

* Discover the N°1 in cleaning and drying in just one hour (Refer to page 87).
** Warranty exclusions may apply (refer to pg 111).

The most robust sliding system with a
deep extractable rack, for convenient
and stable loading.
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9

Silent block.

10

Hinge balancing.

CLEANING • DISHWASHING
FREESTANDING

NEW

ADP 7570 IX

freestanding dishwasher
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

POWERCLEAN™
•

Say good-bye to soaking, scrubbing and
rinsing by hand

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 850x597x590mm

With the unique PowerClean™, Whirlpool
satisfies your desire for a dishwasher that can
clean the toughest soil from pots, pans and
even extra-large items like baking trays with no
need for pre-washing, soaking or scrubbing.
At the rear of the lower rack, rotating nozzles
equipped with high-pressure jet sprays scour
away heavy soil, without consuming any
additional water.

SANI ANTI-BACTERIAL RINSE
Eliminates 99.999% of all bacteria
(independently tested to NF EN 13697
standards), ensuring your dishes are fully
sanitized.

* Warranty exclusions may apply (refer to pg 111).

6TH SENSE PowerCleanTM
13 Place settings
9L Water consumption
8 Programmes
'A++' Energy efficiency
‘A’ Cleaning and drying performance
1-24 Hour digital start delay
Multi-zone option
Digital display
Knob programme control
Water softener
Tablet option
Various indicators (see ‘Help me choose’)
Removable upper rack &
adjustable upper basket
Cutlery basket
Wire glass holder
Electronic aqua control & floater
water safety system
Noise: 44dBA
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FREESTANDING
ADP 100 IX
ADP 100 WH

freestanding dishwasher
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12 Place settings
12L Water consumption
5 Programmes
'A+' Energy efficiency
'A' Cleaning and drying performance
1-24 Hour digital start delay
Half load option
Digital display
Button programme control
Water softener
Tablet setting
Salt & rinse indicator
Adjustable upper basket
Cutlery basket
Electronic aqua control water safety system
Noise: 48dBA

ADP 100 IX - Inox

ADP 100 WH - White

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 850x597x590mm

INTEGRATED

Min. 600
47

95

820-900

0
56 n
mi

597

173

6TH SENSE PowerCleanTM
13 Place settings
9L Water consumption
8 Programmes
'A++' Energy efficiency
'A' Cleaning and drying performance
1-24 Hour digital start delay
Multi-zone option
Digital display
Button programme control
Water softener
Tablet option with indicator
Wash time indicator
Operation indicator
Salt & rinse aid indicator
Removable upper rack and
adjustable upper basket
• Cutlery basket
• Mechanical waterstop & floater
water safety system
• Noise: 44dBA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NEW

820-900
627-710,5
92-172

ADG 7500

integrated dishwasher

0

57

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 820-900x597x570mm
Cut-out Dimensions: HxWxD 820-900x600x560mm
* Warranty exclusions may apply (refer to pg 111).
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FEATURES
Colour
Place settings
Water consumption (litres)
Energy consumption (kW/24 hours)
Energy performance
Cleaning performance
Drying performance
Control
Noise level (dBA)
Progress indicator
Delay indicator
Operation indicator
Tablet indicator
Salt indicator
Rinse aid indicator
Eco programme indicator
Multi-zone indicator
Keyboard lock indicator
Adjustable upper basket
Removable upper rack
Cutlery basket
Wire glass holder
Self-cleaning filter
Closed water tap alarm
Weight (gross - kg)
Weight (nett - kg)
Voltage (volts)
FUNCTIONS
6TH SENSE Technology
Number of programmes
PowerDry
PowerClean™
Pre-wash (cold)
Fragile 40°
Rapid 45°
Eco 50°
Silent 50°
Daily 60°
Intensive 65°
1 Hour wash & dry
Steam
Tablet setting
Zone washing option
Antibacterial rinse
Start delay option
Water safety system
DIMENSIONS
Packed dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Unpacked dimensions (HxWxD)mm
Cut-out dimensions (HxWxD)mm

ADP 9070 IX

FREESTANDING
ADP 7570 IX

Inox
13
10
0.82
A+++
A
A
Button
44
•
•

Inox
13
9
0.92
A++
A
A
Knob
44
•
•

Inox
12
12
1.02
A+
A
A
Button
48

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
52.2
51
220 - 230V

•

52.2
51
230-240V

•
8

5

•
•
52.2
51
220 - 230V
•
10
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Multi-zone

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ADP 100 IX

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
Mechanical waterstop
& floater

•
•
Multi-zone
•
•
Electronic aqua control
& floater

870x640x660
850x597x590

845x640x660
820x597x555
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•
Half load
•
Electronic aqua control

870x640x660
850x597x590

CLEANING • DISHWASHING • HELP ME CHOOSE
ADP 100 WH

White
12
12
1.02
A+
A
A
Button
48

•
•

•

INTEGRATED
ADG 7500

Inox
13
9
0.92
A++
A
A
Button
44
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

52.2
51
230-240V

42.2
41
220-230V

5

•
8

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
Half load
•
Electronic aqua control

870x640x660
850x597x590

Multi-zone
•
•
Mechanical waterstop
+ floater
840x640x660
820-900x597x570
820-900x600x560
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Fabric Care
The clever 6TH SENSE technology is designed to
preserve all colours as bright and beautiful as you
bought them. And to intuitively select the
most appropriate program, temperature,
energy and time.
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FABRIC CARE • WASHING

INNOVATION
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FABRIC CARE • WASHING

N°1

The
in washing, taking
best care of garments and colours
for a long lasting beauty.1

The quietest
motor on the
market.2
Thanks to the ZENTechnologyTM,
taking care of your garments
has never been so silent.
Spinning is extremely noiseless
and you can turn the washer
on even when you sleep. Long
lasting performance and a
motor guaranteed for a lifetime.

1

Freshness
for
longer.
Customised
drum
movement.
The innovative SoftMoveTM
technology senses every
load thanks to its unique
6TH SENSE sensors,
adapting speed and motion
accordingly. The new ultra
soft drum design offers the
most gentle washing cycle
ever.

Testing among leading European brands conducted by Swiss independent institute
EMPA Testmaterialien AG (Report Nr: 20120821) shows Whirlpool as the best in an
accelerated garment aging test on half load in mixed programme 40°C or comparable
(Status date January 2013).
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2

FreshCareTM technology
gently tumbles your
clothes after the cycle
ends. Intermittent
tumbling in the washer
reduces wrinkles as
well as odour causing
bacteria.

ZENTechnologyTM has the lowest sound level on the market in spinning noise up to
10kg capacity and up to 1400 rpm (status December 2014).

FABRIC CARE • WASHING • GLOSSARY

The freshness of perfectly
clean garments in an easy to load,

ultra silent washer.

The special drum movement with innovative 6TH SENSE technology detects the
load and adapts resource consumption, saving up to 50%1 of water, energy and
time. Get maximum care for your garments maintaining them as bright as new while
enjoying unexpected savings.

ZENTECHNOLOGY TM
ZENTechnologyTM means that caring for your garments has never
been so peaceful and enjoyable. Washing and spinning are silent and
you can even run your washing machine at night or during your daily
zen downtime. The Supreme Care washing machine also features the
quietest motor on the market.2 The motor is connected directly to the
drum, resulting in minimum vibrations and less noise.

PRECISIONDOSE TM

Precision
Dose

By just using the right amount of detergent thanks to PreciosnDoseTM,
you can optimise rinse performance. As part of 6TH SENSE technology,
PrecisionDoseTM dispenses the perfect amount of detergent and
softener for up to 20 washing cycles. This way you can
save up to 12L of detergent.3

PRECISIONCLEAN

Precision
Clean

TM

Ready, aim, clean. PrecisionCleanTM is a unique technology based on
the direct injection of water and detergent through a nozzle into the
drum. The water jets penetrate deep into the garment fibres for more
effective washing. This enables you to improve efficiency – with added
care – and reduce the amount of water required. The same system
makes rinsing also more efficient while remaining just as
delicate on your clothes.

SENSEINVERTER MOTOR
To further ensure a long life for your washer a long lasting, extremely
quiet and advanced electrical motor is installed at the heart of every
machine.

1

2

Comparison between max load and 1kg load in a washer with 6TH SENSE function on
Cotton 60°.
ZENTechnologyTM has the lowest sound level on the market in spinning noise up to
7 kg capacity and up to 1200 rpm (status December 2014).

3
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Compared to a traditional Whirlpool washer without PrecisonDose™ technology, at
4kg load per cycle with high concentrated detergent and medium level of dirt,
considering an average family of four people.

FABRIC CARE • WASHING • GLOSSARY
6TH SENSE

CLEAN +

Whirlpool’s new washers are equipped with 6TH SENSE technology
for outstanding washing and rinsing results with improved resource
optimization. Special sensors recognise the size of each load and
resources are automatically adjusted to generate savings of up to
70%1 on energy, water and time.

The special Clean+ cycle optimizes the effectiveness of each active
agent in your stain solver, helping to get rid of tough stains even at
low temperatures.

KEEPING YOUR COLOURS SPECTACULAR

Whirlpool’s new washers boast a new user-friendly control panel with
LED display, making them simple to use for everyone in the family.

LED DISPLAY

For even better results, the Colours 15°C option can be combined
with the unique set of 6TH SENSE Colours programmes. Dedicated
to different colour choices, these programmes ensure outstanding
colour conservation and unparalleled fabric protection. Each
6TH SENSE programme optimizes washing performance for a specific
colour set, regardless of fabric type.

AQUASTOP
To guarantee maximum protection against water leakage, these
Whirlpool washers are equipped with an additional safety feature that
immediately blocks the flow of water in case of leakage.

OUTSTANDING ENERGY EFFICIENCY

• Dark Colours Programme: protects your black and dark
items from fading.
• Light Colours Programme: washes light colours perfectly
with no colour transfer.
• Mixed Programme: optimized for a mix of fabrics.

Offering “best in class” energy efficiency thanks to exclusive technology
like the new ZenTechnology TM motor, Whirlpool’s new 'A+++' washers
consume 60% less energy than a standard 'A' Class appliance2.

KEYBOARD CHILD LOCK

The set of 6TH SENSE Colours programmes also includes a dedicated
Whites programme for any fabric type, ensuring all your whites stay
perfectly white over time.

This locks the functions, preventing the danger of children altering
functions or functions being altered during cleaning.

SPECIFIC SAVINGS IN TUNE WITH YOUR NEEDS

PERSONAL PROGRAMMES JUST FOR YOU

Special programmes allow you to optimize use of energy, water or
time depending on your specific requirements.

Whirlpool washing machines have the intelligence to evolve alongside
your changing needs. With My Programme, you can store up to 9
customised programmes, which you can recall as and when required.
Whirlpool’s new washing machines ensure long lasting colour
conservation and unparalleled fabric care, offering superb cleaning
results even at ultra-low temperatures. All this is made possible by the
unique combination of the special Colours 15°C option, 6TH SENSE
Colours technology and Wave Motion technology.

• NightEco programme: a super silent programme for a
perfectly peaceful night.
• SuperEco programme: offers energy savings of up to 30%
on a full load.
• AquaEco programme: optimizes the use of water to reduce
consumption.
• Speed 15’ programme: washes lightly soiled garments in
just 15 minutes.

EFFECTIVE RINSING FOR TOTAL COMFORT
Whirlpool introduces a unique new Spray Rinse system for unbeatable
rinsing results, perfect for people with sensitive skin. This active system
sprays a high-pressure cone of water into the drum in two separate
phases. During the first phase, the drum rotates at high speed and
laundry is pushed to the sides while water enters the fibres, rinsing
away most of the detergent. In the second phase, the drum speed is
reduced to mix the laundry up and rinse it effectively. The process is
repeated 4 times, resulting in perfect removal of detergent residues
for outstanding, anti-allergic results.

NO MORE WASTED DETERGENT:
SAVE UP TO 10 LITRES A YEAR 1
Whirlpool’s 6TH SENSE technology with Detergent Dosing
recommendations suggests exactly how much detergent to use,
helping you to save up to 10L of detergent a year1 and protecting
the environment. The recommendation is based on water hardness
and soil level as well as load size, fabric and detergent type (powder
or liquid).
1

Based on Whirlpool internal field test, comparison with average user dosage based on
220 cycles per year. The saving is generated because dosing recommendation avoids
overdosing.

LED
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2

With reference to the average energy consumption of a
Whirlpool equivalent appliance in A class.

FABRIC CARE • WASHING
FRONT LOADER

NEW
Fabric Care

Fabric Care
Precision
Clean

FSCR 12442

freestanding washing machine

ABSOLUTE DESIGN

SOFTMOVE TM

As well as outstanding performance, the
Whirlpool Supreme Care washing machine
and dryer feature an innovative design, with
minimal and elegant lines shaping their simple
and harmonious appearance. The displays
are elegant, easy-to-use and intuitive in both
the two perfectly matching masterpieces. So
sophisticated is its design that the premium
washing machine was honoured with the
2015 iF Design Award, a seal of excellence
that recognises its outstanding design in the
household category of its product discipline.
Its progressive design makes your life
simpler, firstly with a tilted console for easy
reading and secondly with the 6TH SENSE
jewel designed to deliver easy and intuitive
interaction for a single-handed control.

As you know, drying comes last but not least.
To provide the finest care for all your garments,
the dryer also incorporates SoftMove™
technology with a new ultra-gentle and
intelligent drum design. The gentlest drying
cycle ever keeps your garments crease-free
and softer for longer.

FRESHCARE TM

6TH SENSE
12Kg Washing capacity
10 Wash programmes (see “Help me choose”)
'A' Washing performance
'B' Spin performance
1400rpm
77L Drum volume
Foam control
Balance control
6TH SENSE programmer & touch control
LED digital display
Various indicators (see “Help me choose”)
Unique ‘Soft stainless steel drum’
OMNIA chrome frame door
Dosing recommendation
Keyboard child lock
Adjustable feet
Noise: 74dBA
Silver

Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)

With FreshCare your garments will always
stay fresh. If you cannot unload the washing
machine straight away, FreshCareTM will keep
garments fresh with continuous gentle drum
movements until you have time to take them
out.

* The N°1 in washing, taking best care of garments and colours for a long lasting beauty
(refer to pg 97).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TM
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New
universal
stacking kit.
With slide
out shelf.

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 850x595x700mm

FABRIC CARE • WASHING
FRONT LOADER
FSCR 90426

NEW

freestanding
washing machine

Fabric Care

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6TH SENSE
9Kg Washing capacity
10 Wash programmes (see “Help me choose”)
‘A’ Washing performance
‘B’ Spin performance
1400rpm
58L Drum volume
Foam control
Balance control
6TH SENSE programmer & touch control
LED digital display
Various indicators (see “Help me choose”)
Unique ‘Soft stainless steel drum’
OMNIA chrome frame door
Dosing recommendation
Keyboard child lock
Adjustable feet
Noise: 69dBA
Silver

Fabric Care

Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)
New
universal
stacking kit.
With slide
out shelf.

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 850x595x640mm

FRONT LOADER
FCSR 80216

NEW

freestanding
washing machine
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6TH SENSE
8Kg Washing capacity
10 Wash programmes (see “Help me choose”)
‘A’ Washing performance
‘B’ Spin performance
1200rpm
55L Drum volume
Foam control
Balance control
6TH SENSE programmer & touch control
LED digital display
Various indicators (see “Help me choose”)
Unique ‘Soft stainless steel drum’
OMNIA black frame door
Dosing recommendation
Keyboard child lock
Adjustable feet
Noise: 75dBA
Silver

Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)
New
universal
stacking kit.
With slide
out shelf.

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 850x595x610mm
* The N°1 in washing, taking best care of garments and colours for a long lasting beauty
(refer to pg 97).
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FRONT LOADER
AWP 7100 SL
AWP 7100 WH

freestanding washing machine
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7Kg Washing capacity
13 Wash programmes (see “Help me choose”)
‘A’ Washing performance
‘C’ Spin performance
1000rpm
52L Drum volume
Foam control
Balance control
Button & dial control
Large digital LCD display
Digital countdown indicator
Unique ‘Soft stainless steel drum’
Silver/white frame door
Noise: 74dBA
Silver/White

AWP 7100 SL - Silver

AWP 7100 WH - White
Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)
New
universal
stacking kit.
With slide
out shelf.

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 845x595x520mm
Perfectly paired with AWZ 7100 SL & AWZ 7100 WH
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FABRIC CARE • U.S. WASHER & DRYER
TOP LOADER
3SWTW4800YQ

freestanding washing machine
• 10.5Kg Washing capacity
• 8 Wash programmes (see “Help me choose”)
- Cold wash
- Heavy duty
- Normal casual
• ‘B’ Washing performance
• ‘E’ Spin performance
• 700rpm
• 87L Drum volume
• Dial control
• LED cycle progress indicator
• Unique ‘Soft stainless steel drum’
• Adjustable feet
• Noise: 70dBA
• White

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 914x685x650mm

AIR-VENTED DRYER
3SWED4800YQ
freestanding dryer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10.5Kg Drying capacity
7 Drying programmes
‘C’ Condensation efficiency class
Various options (see “Help me choose”)
Reverse tumble action
LED digital display
LED indicators (see “Help me choose”)
Dial & button control
Diagonal airflow system
Over-dry protection system
Direct drainage system
Unique ‘Soft stainless steel drum’
Adjustable feet
White

**
Product Dimensions: HxWxD 910x740x710mm
** Refer to Drying Glossary (page 109).
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FEATURES
Capacity (kg)
Spin speed (rpm)
Colour
Washing class
Estimated water consumption/year (litres)
Energy consumption (kWh/per annum)
Energy performance
Washing performance
Spin drying performance
SenseInverter Motor
Digital countdown indicator
Door ready indicator
Service indicator
Filter clogged indicator
Water tap closed indicator
Keyboard child lock
Foam control
Balance control
Weight (gross - kg)
Weight (nett - kg)
Noise (spin) - dBA
Noise (washing) - dBA
Voltage
FUNCTIONS
6TH SENSE Technology
ZenTechnology™
PrecisionDose™
PrecisionClean™
SoftMove™
FreshCare™
Number of Programmes
Eco monitor
Eco cotton
Speed 15'
Cotton
Mixed
Synthetics
Delicates
Wool
Rapid 30'
Colours
Spin
Rinse & spin
Drain
Cold wash
Prewash option
Main wash option
Softener option
Hot finish option
Bio stains 15° option
Heavy soil option
Intensive rinse option
Easy ironing option
Rapid option
Colours 15° option
Clean +
Spin option
Rinse hold option
Temperature option
Start/Pause option
Start delay
My programme
DIMENSIONS
Packed dimensions (HxWxD) mm
Unpacked dimensions (HxWxD) mm

FSCR 12442

FSCR 90426

12
1400
Silver

9
1400
Silver
A
10800
174
A+++
A
B

11900
A+++
A
B
•

FRONT LOADERS
FSCR 80216
AWP 7100 SL

8
1400
Silver
A
9900
140
A+++
A
B
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
73
72
75
53
230 - 240

7
1000
Silver
A
9900
194
A++
A
C

7
1000
White
A
9900
194
A++
A
C

•

•

•
•
68
66
74
59
220 - 230

•
•
74
72
74
59
230 - 240

•

•

13
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

13
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

79
78
74
49
230 - 240

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
86
85
69
49
230 - 240

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
10

•
•
10

•
10

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

880x640x670
850x595x640

880x640x640
850x595x610

880x640x580
845x595x520

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
880x640x730
850x595x700
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TOP LOADER
AWP 7100 WH 3SWTW4800YQ

10,5
600
White
C
15000
200
F
B
E

75
71
70
55
220 - 240

8

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

880x640x580 1162x737x687
845x595x520 914x685x650

FABRIC CARE • DRYING

N°1

The
in drying,1
taking best care of all
garments’ beauty, even wool.2

The biggest
drum on the
market.3

Ecomonitor.
Ecomonitor gives you the
flexibility to choose the
right settings so as to
save the most energy.

Now you can dry even the
biggest items thanks to
capacity on this drum. The
drum guarantees the best
care for garments that will
always be perfectly dried.

Silence.
Thanks to the innovative
heat pump, which is
incredibly silent,
your drying cycle
will be as quiet as
you have always wished.

2

1

Testing among leading European brands conducted by independent Swiss
Institute Swissatest Testmaterialien AG (Test Report Nr. 20130293) showed
Whirlpool technology as the best in an accelerated garment aging test based on
IFU-recommended load in mixed programme or comparable (Status August 2014).
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3

Testing among leading European brands conducted by independent Swiss Institute
Swissatest Testmaterialien AG (Test Report Nr. 20130292) showed Whirlpool
technology as having the best drying performance in dryable wool based on
IFUrecommended wool load size (Status August 2014).
In comparison with competitors in Heat-Pump Dryern market - 60x60cm dimensions
(Status March 2014).

FABRIC CARE • DRYING • GLOSSARY

The

ultra drying power

of intelligent technology.

Whirpool’s new dryers are fitted with the exclusive 6TH SENSE technology to ensure
perfect, even drying and unbeatable resources efficiency. A new dual sensor detects
the temperature and humidity levels of each load, automatically adapting drying
time and energy use according to the level of moisture in each load.

ECOMONITOR
Full visibility on energy consumption and best optimisation of the
cycle. A dedicated algorithm detects the consumption of the selected
programme and load amount and is able to give feedback to the
consumer about the overall energy consumption: it enables the
consumer to have the flexibility to choose the right settings so as to
save energy at best. Keep an eye on consumption, always.

A PROGRAMME FOR EVERY NEED
6TH SENSE dryers offer a range of programmes to satisfy every need.
Whatever the load size or fabric type, intelligent 6TH SENSE technology
automatically determines the perfect drying program for each load.
• Baby Programme: dry delicate fibres such as baby garments, with
total confidence. • Delicate Plus: a new programme for fabrics
carrying the symbol indicating extreme delicacy. • Jeans Programme:
optimised to ensure the best level of dryness for heavy-fibre jeans.
• Big Items Programme: dry large items like pillows and quilts evenly
and thoroughly. • Soft Finish Programme: restore the natural texture
and softness of woollen clothes.

LARGE ITEMS, LESS ENERGY
Making a bigger drum more efficient is no small feat . The extra large
drums, that go from 7 to 9 kg loads, allow you to dry more washes at
one time, saving you time and energy. Not only we offer the largest
drum in the heat pump dryer market, we also provide a special large
item programme that allows for the specific drying of heavy or bulky
items. No load will be too big to dry.

DRUM PATTERN
Our state of the art drums have been designed to reduce friction
between the clothes and the surface of the drum. While still ensuring
your garments will tumble sufficiently to dry perfectly, the surface
finish does not in any way cause even the minimal wear of the fibres,
ensuring an even longer life to your favourite clothes.
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6TH SENSE TECHNOLOGY
Whirlpool’s new dryers are fitted with exclusive 6TH SENSE technology
to ensure perfect, even drying and unbeatable resource efficiency.
A new Dual Sensor senses the temperature and humidity inside the
drum, automatically adapting drying time and energy according to
the level of moisture in each load.

A PROGRAMME FOR EVERY NEED
6TH SENSE dryers offer a range of programmes to satisfy every
need. Whatever the load size or fabric type, intelligent 6TH SENSE
technology automatically determines the perfect drying programme
for each load.
• Delicate Plus: A new programme for fabrics carrying the
symbol indicating extreme delicacy.
• Jeans Programme: Optimized to ensure the best level of
dryness for heavy-fibre jeans.
• Silk Programme: Dry up to 1.5kg of delicate silk items
safely, at very low temperatures.
• Sport Programme: Perfect for drying delicate or mixed
fibre sportswear garments.
• Big Items Programme: Dry large items like pillows and
quilts evenly and thoroughly.
Whirlpool dryers are equipped with numerous intelligent features to
make your life simpler, like the Cycle End function. It lets you choose
the precise time you want the drying cycle to finish. So at the selected
time, your laundry will be waiting for you: soft, warm, wrinkle-free and
easy to iron.

LCD DISPLAY WITH ECO MONITOR

LCD

Whirlpool dryers are designed to enhance your home and improve
your daily routine. The large LCD display makes programming simple
and feedback easy to see, while the Eco Monitor function helps
you satisfy your green goals by providing full visibility on energy
consumption.

START DELAY
Set your drying programme to begin when it’s most convenient
or advantageous - for example, at night. The timer can delay a
programme start for up to 24 hours.

CHILD LOCK
This locks the functions, preventing the danger of children altering
functions or functions being altered during cleaning.

A BIGGER CAPACITY TO CARE
FOR YOUR LAUNDRY
The 6TH SENSE dryer gives your laundry more space to dry evenly and
without creasing and saves energy by letting you dry more laundry in
fewer cycles.
The extra-large drum is also perfect for washing the kind of bulky
items that ordinary dryers cannot accommodate. With the dedicated
Big Items programme, you can be sure they’ll be dried thoroughly and
evenly.
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CONDENSER DRYER

Fabric Care Fabric Care

AZB 9100 SL
AZB 9100 WH

freestanding dryer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6TH SENSE
9Kg Drying capacity
14 Drying programmes
'B' Energy efficiency
‘B’ Condensation efficiency class
Various options (see “Help me choose”)
Anti-crease function
Reverse tumble action
Digital display
LED indicators (see “Help me choose”)
Dial & button control
Internal drum light
Diagonal airflow system
Moisture monitoring system
Over-dry protection system
5L Removable water bottle
Clean heat exchanger

CYCLE END
The handy Cycle End function lets you choose
the precise time you want the drying cycle
to finish, especially useful when you want to
delay the cycle’s start. So at the selected time,
you know your laundry will be waiting for
you, freshly dried and in perfect conditions.

DRUM CAPACITY
AZB 9100 SL - Silver

The bigger the better. Extra large drums, that
go from 7 to 10 kg loads, allow you to dry
more loads in one go, saving you time and
energy. And a special large items programme
allows the specific drying of heavy or bulky
pieces.

AZB 9100 WH - White

Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)
New
universal
stacking kit.
With slide
out shelf.

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 845x596x632mm
* The N°1 in drying, taking best care of all garments’ beauty, even wool
(Refer to page 105).
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CONDENSER DRYER

AWZ 7100 SL
AWZ 7100 WH

freestanding dryer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7Kg Drying capacity
9 Drying programmes
‘B’ Energy efficiency
‘B’ Condensation efficiency class
Various options (see “Help me choose”)
Reverse tumble action
Digital display
LED indicators (see “Help me choose”)
Dial & button control
Internal drum light
Diagonal airflow system
Moisture monitoring system
Over-dry protection system
5L Removable water bottle

AWZ 7100 SL - Silver

AWZ 7100 WH - White
Available WPRO
accessories (see page 114)
New
universal
stacking kit.
With slide
out shelf.

Product Dimensions: HxWxD 845x596x632mm
Perfectly paired with AWP 7100 SL &
AWP 7100 WH
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AZB 9100 SL

FEATURES
Dryer type
Colour
Capacity (kg)
Energy consumption (kWh)
Energy efficiency class
Condensation efficiency class
LCD display
Control
Interior light
Digital countdown indicator
Blocked filter indicator
Full tank indicator
Cycle ended indicator
On/Off LED
Anti-crease LED
Drying level LEDS
Clean heat exchanger
Bottle
Bottle capacity
Buzzer
Key lock
Weight (gross - kg)
Weight (nett - kg)
Noise (dBA)
Voltage
FUNCTIONS
6 TH SENSE Technology
Number of programmes
Dry
Cotton
Mixed
Synthetics
Delicates
Big items
Airing
Startled
Jeans
Refresh
Silk
Sport
Drying time option
Gentle option
Dryness level option
Eco monitor
Reverse tumble action
Adjustable drying temperature
Anti-crease
Start delay
Overdry protection
Moisture monitoring system
DIMENSIONS
Packed dimensions (HxWxD) mm
Unpacked dimensions (HxWxD) mm

CONDENSER
AZB 9100 WH
AWZ 7100 SL

Condensor
Silver
9
5,15
B
B
•
Dial & buttons
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Top
5L

Condensor
White
9
5,15
B
B
•
Dial & buttons
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Top
5L

•
42
40
70
230

AWZ 7100 WH

Condensor
Silver
7
4,51
C
B
•
Dial & buttons

Condensor
White
7
4,51
C
B
•
Dial & buttons

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Top
5L

Top
5L

•
42
40
70
230

42
40
70
230

42
40
70
230

•
14

•
14

9

9

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
875x640x666
845x596x632

VENTED
3SWED4800YQ

Air-vented
White
10,5
C
C
Dial & buttons
•

Direct drain

•
55
50
70
220 - 240

7
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

875x640x666
845x596x632

875x640x666
845x596x632

875x640x666
845x596x632

1100x750x780
910x740x710
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SERVICE

Service.

A sense for serenity.
Warranty Exceptions

Customer Service

Conditions and damages resulting from any of the following
cases:
• Improper installation, delivery or maintenance (i.e., pump filter
cleaning);
• Any repair, modification, alteration, or adjustment not
authorised by the Manufacturer;
• Misuse, abuse, accidents or unreasonable use;
• Incorrect electric current, voltage or supply;
• Damages due to voltage peaks or lightning;
• Improper settings of any control;
• Product previously repaired by non-authorised Service Partner.

Our Customer service is the link to directly satisfy every need:
• Product info
• Solution to technical issues
• Practical suggestions
• Information on Customer Assistance
• Authorized technicians
• Reference handbooks
• Catalogue requests
• Information about accessories
• Information on Corporate Assistance

Damage on aesthetic components due to transport and
movement (i.e., dents, scratches) are not covered by warranty.

Duration & Coverage

Aesthetic components (i.e., handles, lamps, glass, plastics).

Whirlpool products carry a full warranty service from the date of
original retail purchase, supported by a qualified and committed
network of Service Partners. Any functional part which fails in normal
home use will be repaired or replaced, after a full assessment has
been carried out by an Authorised Service Partner, free-of-charge
including the part itself and labour costs. Evidence of the purchase
(receipt), Model Number and Serial Number are required to obtain a
free warranty service.

Accessories and glass made optional (i.e., shelves, plates).

WARRANTY PERIOD
South Africa
Botswana
Namibia
Swaziland

2 years
2 years
2 years
2 years

Lesotho
Zambia
Zimbabwe
Mozambique

2 years
1 year
1 year
1 year

Customer
Contact Centre
South Africa:
Botswana:
Lesotho:
Namibia:

0860 884 401/2
318 6630/1
+27 11 663 5355
061 40 2144/5

Mozambique, Swaziland & Zimbabwe: Please
contact the store where your purchase was
made

Light bulbs, water filter, air filter, carbon filter, rubber hoses.

Products used for non-domestic purpose or located in
commercial environment (i.e., restaurants, hotels, hairdressers,
laundry shops, butcher shops and garage).
Installation cost (i.e., water, power and gas connection).
Where a product has been returned due to incorrect
information furnished by the dealer regarding the features
and use of the product.
Assistance or service call to:
• Correct any improper installation;
• Instruct the consumer on proper product usage;
• Transport appliance to the service workshop;
• ”Door reversibility”;
• No failure found (in case of functional failures claimed by the
consumer and not found during technician check, the repair
will be charged to the consumer);
• Periodic maintenance or the cleaning of water filter, pump filter
and air duct filter;
• Removal of transport support or fixation screws;
• Settle of feet and setting of gas nozzles.
Cost of the above-mentioned service call has to be charged to the
consumer.
email: za_service@whirlpool.com
Warranty services will only be rendered in the country where
the unit was sold. In no event shall Whirlpool be liable for any
consequential, either direct or indirect, damages whether
foreseeable or unforeseeable, resulting from improper usage
or maintenance of the appliance as well as for any damages
consequently to the non-observance of the appliance’s instruction
for use.
After the warranty period, all repairs will be completely charged
to the consumer.

Whilst every effort has been made to ensure that the information contained in this brochure is correct, Whirlpool cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions. Products offered for sale may differ
from those described or illustrated here and Whirlpool reserves the right to alter specifications without notice. Due to printing limitations, colours of appliances illustrated herein cannot be guaranteed to be
accurate and should be used for guidance. If particular features, colours or measurements are important to you, please check with your Whirlpool dealer before purchase and prior to installation,
refer to actual dimension templates supplied with the product. Warranty services will only be rendered in the country where the unit was sold.
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WEB

innovation

Discover
on the web. Follow your intuition.
Whirlpool is ready to answer
all of your questions, before,
during, and after your
purchase.
www.whirlpool.co.za
Whirlpool South Africa
@WhirlpoolSA
You
Tube

Whirlpool South Africa

Purchasing a new appliance? Already own
one? Follow our quick and easy shopping
guide, and you can be sure you are
making the best choice to fit your needs.
INNOVATION & DESIGN
Learn about our newest technologies along with their lifetime
benefits for you.

SUPPORT AND REGISTRATION
As a quick reference get the latest information from our user manuals,
videos, FAQ or simply contact us. You can discover even more benefits
when you register your appliance.

PRODUCTS
Select your desired criteria, compare our products, and have the tricky
terms simplified to make your choice even easier.

EVEN MORE...
Discover the latests trends, tips and tutorials, news, and what’s coming
soon from Whirlpool.
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WPRO • CLEANING ACCESSORIES

Providing accessories for
Whirlpool Corporation brands
as well as the rest of the market.

Care
about it.

Install their
appliance.

Prolong the life of the appliance

Space saving, safety

Help them to
perform.
Efficiency improvement

...for each appliance category
Dishwashing • Refrigeration • Cooking • Laundry • Coffee • Vacuuming • Ironing • Nature

Available at select retail stores
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WPRO • CLEANING ACCESSORIES • SUMMARY
WPRO: PRODUCT OFFERING
NEW UNIVERSAL STACKING KIT
WITH SLIDE OUT SHELF

DE LUXE INTERFACE DISC FOR
INDUCTION HOBS 22 & 26CM

• Quick and easy to install, the new Wpro Universal Tower Kit stabilizes your
tumble dryer above your washing machine in complete safety thanks to its
“Safe-in-Lock” device.
• Practical, with its sliding shelf, you can load and unload your tumble dryer
without bending or use it to fold your washing.
• It’s universal and fits all 60 x 60 cm appliances.

• ECONOMICAL: the Wpro interface disc for induction hobs allows you to
keep your traditional pots and pans while cooking: aluminium and stainless
steel.
• UNIQUE: for safety, the thermo chromic logo in the middle becomes red
while the disc is still hot.
• PRACTICAL: with detachable handle, easier to use and easier to store.
• ERGONOMIC: the silicone handle allows a better grip diameter of
22 cm to use with your 22 to 32cm diameter cookware.

DESCALER FOR DISHWASHER AND
WASHING MACHINE
•
•
•
•

Eliminates lime scale deposits.
Optimizes performance and prolongs the life of the appliances.
De-scaling is recommended every 6 months.
Formula approved by the professionals and 99% biodegradable.

SHOCK ABSORBER (X 4)
• 4 shock absorbing pads, to avoid the vibrations caused by the friction of
your household appliances on the floor.
• Protects your wooden floors and tiles from scratches.
• Fits all domestic appliances.
MAGNETIC WATER CONDITIONER
WASHING & DISHWASHING
• Prevents the formation of lime scale and prolongs the
life of the appliances.
• It is installed on the inlet hose of the appliance.

NATURAL FIBRE GREASE &
CARBON FILTER 350g/m3
• Universal combi-filter suitable for hoods without an external exhaust.
• Eco-friendly, made from a combination of natural flax fibres and
active carbon fibres, bound together by a natural corn base.
• Double-sided: one side anti-grease + one side anti-odour. The anti-grease
side is protected with a fireproof natural treatment (sodium silicate based).
• More absorbing power than standard polyester filters.
UNIVERSAL FILTER WITH SATURATION INDICATOR
X 2 (470 X 970MM 140 GR/MQ X1)
• This universal filter allows you to protect the kitchen from grease vapours
spreading while cooking.
• Thanks to its saturation indicator, when it is time to
replace the filter, the indicator colour changes.
ECO-FRIENDLY COOKING, OVEN AND
MICROWAVE CLEANER 500ML

“GOODBYE ODOURS” ABSORBER BEAR
•
•
•
•
•

Stops all unpleasant odours in the fridge.
Active “2 in 1” formula: active carbon and gel with replacement indicator.
It can be placed in the egg compartment.
Conforms to food standards: does not alter the taste or the smell of food.
Lasts about 3 months.

ANTIBACTERIAL FILTER
• Whirlpool together with Microban®, the market leader in antibacterial
solution, has developed an antibacterial air filtration system.
• The antibacterial filter incorporates state-of-the-art technology to help
reduce unpleasant odours in your appliance.
• This hygienic filter treated with Microban® helps trap and kill airborne
micro-organisms caught within it.
• It keeps working for the full life of your filter – about 6 months – after which
the filter is easily replaced.
US REFILL & WHIRLPOOL REFILL
CARTRIDGE
•
•
•
•
•

Universal for refrigerators with in-line filtration.
Delivered with 2 clamp collars.
5580 litres capacity
6 months of use
Whirlpool Cartridge 1 clamp for internal Adaptable for the following range
of appliances:
• Samsung (EF9603/WSF100)
• LG (BL9808/BL9303)
• General Electric (GXRT QR)

• Professional solution to thoroughly eliminate greasy deposits and
undesirable odours within your kitchen, oven and microwave.
• It can be used both inside and outside your appliance.
• The cleaner incorporates a deodorizing formula.
• ECO-LABEL certified.

ECO FRIENDLY VITRO CLEANING AND
POLISHING CREAM 250ML
• Exclusive formula to effectively clean induction, glass ceramic and glass
hobs.
• It also safeguards your appliances by leaving a protective
film without scratching.
COFFEE MACHINE DESCALER
•
•
•
•
•

Effectively removes lime scale deposits.
Restores the machine’s optimum performance and prolongs its life.
Universal for all types of coffee machines.
Performing formula, not aggressive on stainless steel & aluminium.
Also suitable for de-scaling containers with lime scale
stains: casserole dishes, vases.

IRON DESCALER
• Eliminates all lime scale deposits and makes ironing easier.
• It restores the iron’s original performance and prolongs its life.
• Suitable for irons with aluminum sole plates.
AIR CONDITIONER SPRAY CLEANER AND DEODORANT 500ML

VITRO CERAMIC CLEANING KITS
• A complete cleaning kit, which consists of a professional cream
(250ml), 10 stainless steel blades and a scraper that cleans and
preserves a glossy finish on Vitro Ceramic, Induction and Glass hobs.
• There is no risk of scratching the surface of the hob.

• The Wpro new formula effectively cleans the filter and eliminates
unpleasant odours in the cooling circuits of the air conditioning system
leaving a fresh fragrance.
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Whirlpool SA (Pty) Ltd
PO Box 751683, Gardenview, 2047
Customer Information Centre 0860 884 401
www.whirlpool.co.za

Whirlpool is a registered trademark of Whirlpool USA

